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Ben Downs: AM Needs
Technological Help
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•Grassroots Radio Conference in Illinois
sparks ideas and excitement, as LPFM
window nears. — Page 30

Cites Migration Paths for the Oldest Radio Service
BRYAN COLLEGE STATION ,TEXAS
— Ben Downs is vice president and
general manager of Bryan Broadcasting,
a radio group of five stations he also
owns with business partner and company President Bill Hicks. Downs is in
his third term as amember of the NAB
Radio Board and is an advocate for technological improvements for AM.
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Of Bryan Broadcasting's five stations, four are AMs. The FM broadcasts
in HD Radio and also has an associated multicast channel. The company
employs some 60 people.
Downs believes in having fun in
radio. He's been his town's Santa for
nearly 30 years. "Ihave staff who, when
they were children, told me what they
wanted for Christmas," he says.
The chairman of NAB's AM Task
Force got his start in radio at the age of
14 in 1968 as a part-time announcer in
Hope, Ark. He changed transmitter tubes

and worked on cart machines. He says
he still tweaks with transmitters because
he "likes to touch the gadgets." Downs
will moderate an HD Radio panel at this
month's Radio Show in Dallas.
The Texas A&M graduate recently
spoke with Radio World News Editor/
Washington Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson about issues affecting radio, especially improvements for the AM band.
RW: How would you describe the economic health of commercial radio as we
(continued on page 3)

Streaming's Profit
Potential on Trial
Managers Weigh How Much of aRole
To Give to Various Digital Tools
BY JAMES CARELESS
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Radio audio streams
should be real money-makers for broadcasters, because
their listeners are the station's most
loyal fans — or so goes the logic.
Kathleen Bricketto, Beasley Broadcast Group vice president of interactive, equates this kind of listener to a
diehard football fan.
"[They] are the 70,000 people who
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Ben Downs and business partner Bill
Hicks own five stations — four AMs
and one FM — in Bryan— College
Station, Texas. Downs is in his third
term as an NAB board member and
chairs its AM Task Force.
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reach into their pockets to buy season tickets," Bricketto said. To not
market to these faithful listeners, she
said, "directly is akin to the Miami
Dolphins releasing a Dan Marino
retro team jersey, and not marketing
(continued on pdge 12)
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jear from people you trust

(continued from page 1)
ease into fall? Were smaller radio markets affected differently
during the downturn?
Downs: Things are really different at the small radio market
level. Ithink we're Market No. 190 or so, and one of the
advantages of that is that local advertisers can actually afford
to advertise on our stations. And local selling, as anybody will
tell you, is really more relational selling. When you're dealing
with national accounts, it doesn't matter what you've done to
benefit the advertiser. Whoever the latest media buyer is will
toss you overboard to save abuck. In small towns like this a
national account really has no idea if you've gone the extra
mile for alocal franchise. But the people in the town know that
you bought lunch for awork crew or they know that maybe you

Lowest Prices and
Largest Inventory
on EVERYTHING
For Broadca5t

helped them out with apublic service event that they had going
on at their restaurant.
RW: So you may not have experienced the same degree of
economic turmoil ...
Downs: We didn't. Since 2009 we've shown fairly good
increases year-to-year; 2009 was better than 2008 ... 2010 was
better than 2009. We're blessed ... Don't get me wrong; we
don't take it for granted. But if, for example, the local car dealer
is amember of the Rotary Club, and the Rotary has aspecial
event you supported with free PSAs, they're going to remember that when they place their local advertising buys.
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Buy this great new radio console and we'll toss
in aFREE prewire kit for easy installation! Hurry
this is alimited time offer and subject to stock
on hand....
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Downs turns on the 200 amp breaker to anew Harris HP)' 30
kW transmitter for analog FM and HD Radio for KNDE(FM:.
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Screa min' Strea min'
This professional IP Audio codec is great for
streaming, SR applications, general audio
routing and more.
BARIX EXSTREAMER 500

List $595.00

RW: In the face of more competition from Pandora and other
Web-based audio services in the car, what does radio need to
do in order to remain relevant in the digital dashboard?
Downs: It's about content. Katy Perry sounds the same on my
radio station as it does on Pandora as it does oo astation in- San
Diego. But what matters the most is how you wrap around the
music. If that listener only wants to listen to music and doesn't
necessarily want to be engaged in what the locals are talking
about, then there are other places to get that. ...
[A]re these other platforms important? Yes, they are. I
understand you have to be where the listeners are and that's
why we have our streaming apps all in one place, radioaggieland.com.
Iunderstand the dashboard is suddenly cluttered and we
have new competitors. And anytime you get anew competitor
it's going to pull some of your listeners away. The fact is that
we can change none of that. And so we need to do what vbe do
best, and that is have people in the studios looking out the same
window as the listener driving her kids to school, and talk about
those things.
Downs has been the local Santa for almost 30 years. 'Ihave
staff who, when they were children, told me what they wanted
for Christmas.'

You have to be talking about what your locals want to talk
about, and let them do some of the talking as well. We're very
interactive. We bring people on board. ... [W]e have an exten(cDnunued on pvge 5)
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John Battison Was SBE Member No. 1
He Worked at Ekco, Met Major Armstrong

a form

of truancy.
"I was quite often too
to attend
school on those days when the television broadcasts took place," Battison
admitted.
After completing his early education,
Battison joined the research staff of

And Laid the Groundwork for the SBE
BY JAMES O'NEAL
Editor in Chief Paul McLane writes:
As we prepared to send this issue of
Radio World to press, we received word
of the passing of John Battison, founder
of the Society of Broadcast Engineers.
He died at age 96 in Columbus, Ohio,
on Aug. 28 — coincidentally, the 90th
anniversary of the airing of the first
paid radio commercial; in asense, then,
Battison was older than the industry he
served. Yet he was a visible industry
presence even late in life, at industry
trade shows and through his work in
publishing.
The following obituary is by Radio
World contributor James O'Neal.
John Henry Battison was born in
Wembley, England on Sept. 11. 1915
and grew up in London. It was there at
an early age that he began his lifelong
interest in broadcasting and electronics.
As ayoungster, Battison constructed
amechanical television receiver in order
to view John Logie Baird's 30- line

He initially was employed at KMBC in
Kansas City and later moved to CBS
Television, where he worked with Dr.
Peter Goldmark in that network's color
television development program.
In 1955, Battison elected to launch
his own television station and moved to
New Mexico to establish KAVE(TV)
in Carlsbad. Battison constructed the
station and operated it in concert with

With the help of his family, Battison sent membership
invitation letters to nearly 5,000 radio and television chief
engineers to help launch SBE.
11111•1111111111MIMIRIMMIMI

John Battison

a pioneer U.K. radio and televimanufacturing firm, and remained
with the company until England became
caught up in World War II. Battison's
interests also included aviation, and for
six-and-a-half years he helped defend
his homeland as an RAF fighter and
bomber pilot.

images being transmitted then by the
BBC. Battison's recalled that his fascination with receiving these early television transmissions frequently resulted in

TV INNOVATOR
Following the war, Battison decided
to seek acareer in American broadcasting, immigrating to this country in 1946.

Ekco,

KAVE radio. In addition to engineering

sion

duties, he frequently appeared on camera and behind the microphone at both
operations.
Later, Battison was employed by the
American Broadcasting Co. to help plan
and design a number of that network's
owned-and-operated radio and television stations. He interrupted his U.S.
career in 1968 to travel to Saudi Arabia,
where he served as the chief engineer
of Saudi Television. He would return to
(continued on page 14)
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sive texting system back and forth. We
use HipCricket's system. That allows
people to text in and we text back.
RW: The host or somebody in the studio
is monitoring the texts coming in?
Downs: Yes, during the morning show
the morning show hosts see it. In the
evening we're putting interns and parttime employees in there to help with the
volume of young people who communicate pretty much just by text these days
We use it in a big way to engage
people for our contesting. When we
gave away some tickets to Twilight, we
took the 95th texter. Within five minutes
we had something like 4,000 texts come
through.
RW: Getting back to the dash, is HD
Radio afactor in helping radio remain
relevant?
Downs: When people are shoving that
kind of data down to your dashboard
you can do alot with it. You can really
enhance the experience — everything
from album art to scrolling lyrics. Right
now, if you're not using HD and you
don't have your RDS turned on, all the
listeners are seeing is dial position. And
it positions us as somehow technologically inferior to [services like] Aha and
Pandora, who have this full-color information about what you're listening to.
Idon't like being positioned as being
inferior. Iwant people to look at me,
and say, "Oh wow. This station is just
as cool as Pandora."
RW: As the operator of a group of
mostly AMs, what are your thoughts
about helping AM thrive in the face of
man-made interference and the increasing noise floor?
Downs: When I'm trying to get my
friend's attention, I say, "Take your
basic bedside alarm clock radio and put
it in the den tonight. Leave the lights
on. Leave the TV on. Turn the radio on,
and see how many local radio stations
you can pick up. If you can get one or
two, congratulations, you're better than
most of us."
This noise floor that has been allowed
to happen is basically rendering AM
unlistenable. Every LED sign, every
compact florescent light bulb, every flat
screen and computer makes it harder to
hear us.
It's a real problem, and it's quantifiable. As part of the NAB AM Task
Force we found astudy that did research
from 20 years ago to 2007 in both
Madrid and Mexico City. To get the
same signal-to-noise ratio that we had
20 years ago today, we would have to
quadruple the power of AM radio stations, in best case. There are some plac-
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es they studied in Mexico City where
the power would have to be increased 10
times — just to get to the same level of
clarity that we had 20 years ago. That's
how much noise is out there.
People don't understand that they're
hearing the noise; they think the station's gone away.

Local selling is really
more relational selling.
111•1111111111M1
RW: They'll just tune to the next station
that has astronger signal.
Downs: It's a huge problem, and anyone who's tried to tune an analog dial
on their clock radio at night knows that
it's next to impossible to tune in an AM
station clearly anymore.
RW: Should there be an across-theboard power increase for AM?

Downs: If we're going to spend that
kind of money on new facilities and new
transmitters and new components, I'd
rather we spend it on something else. I'd
rather we put our money in something
that's not just atemporary fix. Because
every time somebody buys anew CFL,
that noise floor keeps inching up.
RW: Is there a migration path away
from the AM band you see right now?
Downs: There's not agood way to patch
the whole band. Right now there are a
lot of things that need to happen. For
one thing, we need to be able to say the
letters "HD" in your magazine without
all the HD haters lighting up their flame
machines.
We need the FCC to give us some
sort of sign that they would encourage
solutions for AM. ... Right now all of
the oxygen in the room is going to TV
spectrum issues — auctioning spectrum
and re-packing TV [ spectrum]. It's difficult to get asignal from the FCC that
they would like to work with us on
this problem. I'm sure they would but
there's only so much time in the day.
(continued on page 6)
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(continued from page 5)
There are several migration
paths. ... My particular favorite
is the relocation of AM stations
to what's currently the low VHF
TV frequencies.
RW: What about TV Channels
5-6?
Downs: Idon't think the Broadcast Maximization Committee's
proposal will move forward
because they proposed all-digital
only, no analog. Also it required
the few existing TV stations that
remain on Channels 5 and 6 to
move involuntarily. There are
some that cannot move. Ithink
that's why there's been so little Downs, front and center, at a1974 remote in a
field for WTAW(AM) in Bryan/College Station.
traction for Broadmax.
However, they did a trecurrent rules wouldn't permit you to
mendous amount of heavy engineering lifting there. And they found a
do that. Iguess that's kind of the point.
home for every AM station that pretty
The rules would have to be changed.
Between 2 and 6, if Ican do my math
much replicated their coverage area, on
the FM band. It was spectacular work.
properly in my head, that's 150 new
Broadmax may not be the answer, but
FM channels. That's more than enough
somewhere, between Channel 2 and
room to move the AMs that would want
Channel 6, there is enough empty specto move. Iwould ask to set aside part of
trum to locate all of the AMs.
them for use by AM.
Every time some new idea is brought
But right now, because the focus is
up, there's always a reason why the
on TV, the people at the FCC want to

It's adigital 04!
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Downs began in radio as apart-time
announcer at KXAR(AM) in Hope, Ark.
He was 14. This photo was taken on
that first day with aPolaroid Swinger
camera. Downs says he later found the
microphone and purchased it; it now
sits in his office.
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leave those options open. And I
just hope that as the TV spectrum
auction plays itself out, it doesn't
lock out this option for AM radio
stations. I'm not saying the whole
spectrum should be available for
FM, but in this world where we
can program anything to do anyI
hing, set aside some of those frequencies for use by AM stations
on the FM band. It clears up our
problem with noise, it clears up
our problem with getting an AM
signal into handsets and it's an
existing technology. No new science would have to be used to do
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that. Set up the radios, program them to
land on X number of channels. Protect
the TV stations that remain there 100
percent. There are ways to accommodate both these needs.
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RW: What is an example of one of the
more immediate things that could help
AMs?
Downs: What would help the most
number of broadcasters is a rethinking
of the rules that considered Class A distance coverage to be areplacement for
local coverage. Ihave a daytimer protecting a station 800 miles away from
Bryan-College Station. To expect them
to serve our community in morning
drive time better than we would really
is afantasy.
Protection for distant stations, critical hours, Class D coverage, all of those
things are built upon plans for atotally
different era in broadcasting. If you were
to tell all the AM daytimers right now
that they could stay on the air, maybe

with lower power, or something along
that line, that's an infusion of power
and strength into the AM band. If you
were to tell broadcasters who are operating at night on 25 watts of power that
they could match their daytime power
at night or in pre-sunrise time, that's
a powerful thing. That would improve
local service and, I think, extend the
warranty period on AM radio.
RW: Would you consider putting one of
your AMs on an FM translator? Or is
that not an option for you?
Downs: It isn't. Ijust hired aconsulting
firm to confirm once again that there's
nothing available here for me. And there
isn't. We're blocked in by regular FM
stations and the "no hopping" rule. Even
the one or two that are available are a
hundred miles away; you can't really
hop them into your market anymore.
Ihad atranslator that was offered for
sale to me, in this market, for $700,000
and they would throw in the FM station, which is far out of town.... Ithink
Bryan Broadcasting petitioned at one
point to give daytimers priority on getting an FM translator but tdon't think
anything ever came of that.
RW: You chair the NAB AM Task Force.
The Radio Technology Committee is
working on several ideas from the report
on technological fixes for AM. What can
you tell us about the report?
Downs: The report pretty much covers
everything. In the articles that I've seen
written in the trade press, no one has
come up with an idea that wasn't considered in the report.
Iwould like for the report to come
out soon because I feel like that we
need to have an industry discussion,
and Ithink we need to involve as many
people as we can in this decision-making process. Ican't speak for the NAB,
but the sense Iget is that people would
like to do more study on some pieces,
like the HD-only, in the hope that the
further study would make the solutions
more clear. Maybe by doing some more
research and talking to manufacturers,
suddenly an option will pop out and be
clear to everyone that this is what should
be done.
RW: Ideally, something would make
itself clear.
Downs: Yes, and whether that happens
or not, no one knows. The NAB has
chosen to do more than anyone else has.
The NAB's position is that this is serious stuff and we have to look at it closely before diving into a solution. If we
could find aperfect solution that doesn't
require other licensees to move off the
band, i.e. the TV guys, then that's what
needs to be done. DRM, streaming,
the translator situation, everything has
(continued on page 8)
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really been looked at, even some blueky things that there's no consumer base
for yet.
RW: You hope it would be released
soon, meaning?
Downs: Idon't have a timetable. It's
beautiful work and Iwould like for AM
broadcasters to have achance to take a
look at it. It's very thorough; it's very
well done.
RW: Is releasing the report something
the AM Task Force needs to vote on?
Downs: Yes. [
No vote or next committee meeting had been scheduled as of
mid-August.]
RW: On the potential AM all-digital
testing being discussed by the NAB
Technology Committee, which reports
to the AM Task Force, is it realistic to
think that some companies might pick
an AM station to turn off the analog for
awhile to test all-digital?
Downs: Ithink so. You wouldn't need
many but we're hoping there would be
somebody who would be willing to do
that. ... The studies that we've seen
indicate that the digital-only version is
much more robust and goes further and

with fewer dropouts than the hybrid
version that we're using now. There's
only been one test, really, done by iBiquity, so there would need to be more
study done.
But Ithink we're going to find that
all-digital is pretty good. It is a better
signal that's less prone to dropouts,
mostly immune to impulse noise. The
signal is actually strong enough that it
might help overcome that problem with
'
,1"711M1111111ir:

RW: AMs must think they're never
going to get a chip in a mobile device.
This might be a way of doing that.
Downs: It might be and, of course,
migrating to the low VHF band as an
FM station, would also get you into
mobile devices as well. There's no new
technology needed there.
RW: Would current FM receivers be
able to pick that up?

ANEW
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What would help the most number of broadcasters
is arethinking of the rules that considered Class A
distance coverage to be areplacement for local coverage.

the law of physics that keeps AM out of
handsets.
Right now you need alonger antenna
to pick up AM than you can fit into
a handset. There's the hope that once
the testing is started we'll find that the
increased density of the signal will overcome that and, while we may not have
aperfect AM antenna in ahandset, the
ones that we can put in there will work
well enough.

-ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR TOWER
CURRENT SAMPLE LOOPS AND RELATED
TOWER CLIMBING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

Downs: Probably not, but there would
be no new technology required. Right
now, in Japan, the FM band is Channel
5 and 6. So the chips are already there
to do that much of it. But if you wanted
to dodge around and miss grandfathered
TV stations or have a certain number
of channels set aside, then obviously,
there's a little programming that has to
be done, but none of it is new technology. It's on the shelf.

RW: Switching to streaming, does the
performance rights issue affect your
company?
Downs: Sure. The only way that
streaming works as abusiness proposition is if it's not very successful. The
more listeners, the more difficult it is
to make money. People value listenership online at a much lower rate than
they do listenership over-the-air. If I'm
successful and if Ikeep them listening,
every time asong changes Iowe more
money. ...
Yet [advertisers] say, "Okay Iwant
to be on the stream. Here's the average
listenership. Here's what I'll pay you
for it." It's very difficult to properly
monetize that, at least at my level. ...
But that said, Ido believe once again
that you have to be wherever your audience is and we stream everything we've
got. We stream the talk, music and
sports. But it's more of a promotional
and programming decision than it is a
financial one.
RW: Have you increased the HD Radio
power on your FM?
Downs: Yes, to the extent that we can.
We're awaiting the approval of asymmetrical sidebands. Going from —20 dB
to — 14 dB ... made areally big difference
in building penetration and coverage.

DESIGNED FOR LOW POWER
FM TRANSLATOR CO- LOCATION
ON AN AM TOWER, BUT CAN
BE USED IN MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

(continued on page 10)
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Telos ProSTREAM
Internet streaming in aIx ,

110

pruir -. qtk)*

Everyone knows the answer is hardware — like aZephyr' Introducing lelos ProSTREAM, the professional netcoder for Internet streaming, with
Omnia multi- band processing built right in.
ProSTREAM makes sending programming to the Net easier than ever. Simple and bulletproof. analog or digital audio goes in, compressed
audio streams out. Just hook up your input, select abit rate and Omnia processing preset, send the output to your Shoutcast or Wowza server,
and Shazam! Streaming audio, simple as 1,2,3.
And such audio...amazing.Thanks to our partnership with Fraunhofer ( FhG), we were able to build aprocessing architecture that's specially
optimized for MP3 and MPEG-AAC encoding algorithms.The result: detailed, commanding, blow- you-out-of-your- office- chair streaming audio,
even at aggressive bit rates.

ielos-bysterns.win/Probtredrn/

Omnia A/XE:
Internet streaming in aserver.

Obviously, the correct answer is software, with the power to stream multiple channels from asingle PC. Meet Omnia A/XE, the professional
all-in-one software solution for Internet streaming.
Omnia A/XE can turn acouple of lonely servers into asupercharged streaming network. It runs in the background as aWindows service and
can process and encode multiple streams in various formats simultaneously. Just hook up your audio, choose abit rate and processing preset,
select your Shoutcast or Wowza server, and Voila! Streaming audio, simple as A, B, C.
And that audio packs the clean, clear competition-crushing punch Omnia is famous for. Each stream is sweetened with its own adjustable wideband AGC with three- band compressor/limiter, EQ and low-pass filter, and precision look-ahead final limiter.The result: clean, clear streams with
more presence and character than you ever thought possible.

OmniaAudio.com/AXE/
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(continued from page 8)
RW: Why are you going to raise your
HD power asymmetrically?
Downs: On one side we're clean and
green to the full minus 10 dB. On
the other sideband we're protecting an
unbuilt construction permit so we have
to leave that at minus 14 dB.
RW: Are you planning to implement
Artist Experience?
Downs: Yes, we are. Idon't want someone to look at my product and think,
"Well this isn't as good aproduct as the
one right next to it on the dashboard." If
I'm going to be competing with them,
I'm going to look as good as them.
RW: You had mentioned you have two
engineers. Are they full-time?
Downs: Yes. Chris Dusterhoff is the
chief and Andrew Hicks is his assistant.
We're alittle old-school. If you're going
to do radio right and if you're going
to do more than average, then you're
going to need more people. Ican't do it
all myself.
RW: How does your company handle
engineering purchases?
Downs: We plan what we're going to
[purchase]. We go to the conventions

NEWS
and look at it and touch it. Then we
come back and argue about it. Whoever
has the best argument gets to win.
Truthfully, we go through your magazine as well.
RW: Do you have any equipment purchase plans for this year?
Downs: We have two little Class A
FMs that we're turning on. I'm buying everything needed for a new FM,
acontemporary Christian music station
here in town. We also were successful in
Auction 84, and we're getting ready to
put another FM station in anearby community on the air.
RW: When will you turn them both on?
Downs: The first one is licensed to
Kurten, next to Bryan. The first one will
be coming on, Ihope, in about amonth.
I'm getting an antenna pattern study
done now. ... The one that's out of
town, that will probably be on in about
six months. We'll be streaming them
and running HD as well.
RW: How old were you when you started in radio in 1968 in Hope, Ark.?
Downs: I was 14. Governor Mike
Huckabee and Iworked there [at AM
station KXAR.1 together as high school
students.
Later, Icame to Texas A&M as an
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TO RETIRE.

Upgrade your ARC- I6 to ARC Plus
in less than an hour.
We all love the ARC- I6, but it just wasn't designed for today's technology—
like Burk's new smartphone interface. Ready to upgrade? Our new Plus-X IP-8
adapter saves money and hours of work by using your existing IP-8s. If you've
been putting it off, we'll give you (and your boss) agreat reason to do it today.

Call 978.486.0086 today to see how much
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electrical engineering student. Secondyear calculus came along and changed
my mind. Icouldn't get above aC and I
couldn't take it again.
Ican still fix your transmitter, Leslie,
but it's a lot simpler just to put the
backup on the air and ship the module
back to the manufacturer these days.
RW: Were you wiring studios?
Downs: Yes, and changing 4-400 tubes.
RW: Do you remember the first transmitter you changed atube for?
Downs: Sure, a Collins 20 V-3. But I
can't remember my blood type.
RW: Do you still do any engineering
work?
Downs: I'm still pretty good at fixing
transmitters and so if something goes
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wrong Iwill not tell our engineers until
I've had achance to go play with it. The
fact is Idid not get into this business to
deal with spreadsheets all day long. Ido
like to touch the gadgets. Ido like to do
alittle on-air stuff when Ican.
RW: You've been married for 36 years.
How did you meet your wife, Lilly?
Downs: We were both engineering students at Texas A&M at the same time.
We had dated several times before she
actually put together that the guy she
was listening to on the radio at night
was actually the guy she was dating.
She would bring me aquarter-pounder
with cheese and fries every day that I
was on the air, Monday through Friday,
at 6 o'clock. ... That was back when
people could come in and sit in your
studio with you.

INEWSROUNDUP
AUTOMATION PATENT SUIT: The decision by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office to grant asecond reexamination request for two patents at the center
of aradio automation patent infringement suit will likely extend the case
into 2013. DigiMedia purchased the two patents from Mission Abstract Data
and has been sending letters to radio stations, telling them they need to sign
alicensing agreement if they have amusic automation system. Broadcasters
have been fighting the claim and asked for the second reexamination. The
USPTO ordered all claims from patent 5,629,867 be reexamined again in light
of " substantial new questions of patentability."
APPLE ' SWITCHING' PATENT: The U.S. Patent & Trademark Office granted
Apple apatent for "seamless switching between radio and local media." By
using metadata from RDS, broadcast listings or published third-party schedules,
the device can " determine when an upcoming broadcast segment or media
item is not of interest to the user," states Apple in the patent. Broadcasters
fear the technology can be used to skip ads, in favor of content already stored
on adevice.
RAB: Responding to the Apple patent item above, the Radio Advertising
Bureau says listener preferences have always prevailed. RAB President Erica
Farber said, " Of course one would hope alistener would continue to listen to
an individual station or program uninterrupted; however, we can't stop alistener from listening to asingle station." Farber said that as technologies continue to emerge and provide consumers "with boundless options, it is clear the
radio listening experience will remain an integral part of audio consumption."
An NAB spokesman declined to comment and Apple did not get back to RW
about its plans for the patent or whether the technology developer is considering including over-the-air radio capability in afuture device.
JOHN FURR: Broadcast engineer and businessman John Furr died after a
brief illness at 68. After working in several stations in south Texas and a
long stint as director of engineering for Clear Channel Communications in
San Antonio, Furr worked as abroadcast consulting engineer as owner of
Paradigm Associates, according to his friend and colleague
Cris Alexander. Furr started Au
Contraire Software Ltd., which
produces broadcast engineering
software; his partners in that
business were his wife Paula,
and Cris and Phyllis Alexander.
Furr was also astation owner.
Furr is survived by his wife
Paula, shown in the photo, and
his daughter, Amanda.

The new ROC console from Logitek
When Logiitek introduced its first ROC console back in the 1990s, it marked a revolution in audio console design. One of the industry's first router- based digital consoles,
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the original ROC boasted simple wiring and access to multiple sources at each fader.
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The ROC is paired with the JetStream,
apowerful 128- channel networked audio node.

Over the years, the router-plus-consoie Networked Audio concept has become the
standard in console architecture. Although the original ROC was retired years ago,
Logitek has continued to develop systems for both TDM and AolP audio networking.
The new ROC takes the best of the original design and pairs it with the latest technology and styling.

Available in multiples of 6faders ( up to 24), the ROC is housed in an attractive tabletop enclosure. Durable Penny & Giles faders, OLED source indication and intuitive
controls make the ROC a natural for on- air, production rooms or even in temporary
studio setups. Two monitor feeds, front panel headphone connection and userassignable softkeys will please even your fussiest operators.

%

Call today or visit our website for more information.

Logitek

Logitek Electronic Systems. Inc.

Networked Audio Systems

Phone: ( 713i) 664-4470 IToll Free ( 800) 231-5870 Iwww.logitekaudio.com
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STREAMING
(continued from page 1)

to fans inside the Sun Life Stadium at
game time."
Despite promises of enormous potential, however, radio stations are finding
it hard to sell ad space on their audio
streams.
Michael Theodore, Internet Advertising Bureau's vice president of training
and development, will moderate asession
at the fall Radio Show on Sept. 19 called
"Digital Autopsy: What's Hot and What's
Not," exploring various digital initiatives.
He said advertisers don't always feel
confident that they'll get afull return for
what they pay.
"Radio broadcasting has always
been a medium that is over-indexed,
yet underspent on ad dollars," Theodore
said. "This is even more true with radio
audio streams. Advertisers often feel
they don't have the measurements they
demand to justify putting money into
radio streams — even though the listenership and the value are there."
Along with Bricketto the digital panel
will feature Tripp Eldredge, president
and CEO of Direct Marketing Results;
Deb Esayian, Emmis
Interactive
co-president; and James Bottorff,
Bonneville Seattle's director of digital
media.
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Doral, FL 33172-2774
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CONUNDRUM
While stations offer
rebroadcasts of their onair content, Bricketto
again emphasizes how
committed listeners must
be to seek out the audioon-demand repeats and
Web-only audio features
available on station websites.
Tripp Eldredge
"They are like people
who are repeat customers at acar dealership," she said. "They are not just
customers. These are people who have
made your product apart of their lives."
Such people are "the 10 percent who
drive nearly half of your listening," said
Eldredge. "They likely belong to your
station's Facebook page and promote
you to their friends and family. These
are your most loyal fans, and their loyalty is aunique value to advertisers. These
are the consumers who will actively
choose products that are sold on your
station, to show their support for you."
So if streaming listeners are uniquely
valuable to astation, the task is not just
to convince advertisers to start selling,
but also to educate radio managers on
how to sell.
One way to make this point is by
highlighting the value of local radio as
an endorsement medium.
"The endorsement made to loyal listeners by on-air staff is one of the earli-

Michael Theodore
est forms of social networking," said
Bricketto. The power of such endorsements over radio streams is magnified,
because the on-air talent essentially is
preaching to the choir.
When your sales rep goes out to sell
your audio streams, the last thing he or
she should do is make them afree addon to over-the-air advertising, Bricketto
said. "Streaming offers real value to
advertisers, and that value should and
can be monetized."
MINOT
The session will delve into other digital possibilities and difficulties for radio
broadcasters, not just streaming.
Michael Theodore said one of those
possibilities is having brands sponsor
specific parts of the streaming website, as exemplified by
the website of Spotify. "Radio
stations
should
emphasize
the value of audio streams in
terms of the quality of listeners
reached, rather than the clickthrough rates achieved," he said.
Theodore also points to
Clear Channel's success with its
iHeartRadio.com content aggregation site, a force to reckon
with in the growing digital market. "Broadcasters will have to
decide whether to go head-to-head with
this 800-pound gorilla on their own, or
to team up with other broadcasters in
order to compete."
Eldredge is thinking about targeted
selectivity toward audience members,
and what this could mean in the future
of broadcast. "In the analog broadcast
world where numbers were everything,
all listeners were essentially the same,"
he said. "But in the digital world, we
can really identify and find the very
people our advertisers are trying to
reach — and as aresult we can deliver
amuch better result to them."
As for Bricketto, she's focused on
realizing the money-making potential
of streamed radio audio, and helping
broadcasters to profit right now. "Going
forward, training is key for all sales
managers," Bricketto said. "Streaming
audio is apowerful medium, afifth daypart that all broadcasters need to believe
in and turn to their advantage."

Compete. Defeat. Repeat.

Omnia Summer Trade- Up Deal
¡
rade up your current Omni,
*and get $4000 toward anew Omniam FM HD
Contact your Omnia Dealer today

An nta
*Qualified Omnia models for trade In: Omnia Classic, Omnia Hot, Ounnia 4.5, Omnia 05, Omnia 06.
Offer ends September 28 or maybe withdrawn earlier if Frank Foti returns from his vacation and gets wind of this.
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Translator/LPFM Issues in Spotlight
In Dallas, Radio Show Panel Will Explore Technical Regulatory Issues

Produced by RAB and NAB

IF YOU GO

BY TOM OSENKOWSKY

What: 2012 Radio Show
When: Sept. 19-21
Where: Hilton Anatole, Dallas
How: vvvvvv.radioshowweb.conl
How Much: Onsite member registration $ 595; rates vary for non-members, students, spouses; see website
for packages

On Sept. 19 at the Radio Show in
Dallas, Milford Smith, vice president
of radio engineering at Greater Media,
will host a panel that includes James

IRADIO SHOW
DALLAS
Bradshaw, deputy chief of the Audio
Division of the FCC Media Bureau,
and three communications counselors:
Ann Bobeck, senior vice president and
deputy general council at the NAB; John
Burgett, a partner at Wiley Rein LLP;
and John Garziglia, apartner at Womble
Carlyle Sandridge & Rice LLP.
What topics are likely to be on the
minds of the engineers and managers in
attendance?
"The proposed changes to the translator/LPFM rules are, as you know, wideranging and presage anew era in terms
of additional LPFM service, particularly
to the more populated markets, as well
as the first time in nearly 10 years that
any significant number of the translator
applications from the 2003 deluge will
begin to be processed," Smith said.
"There are alot of outstanding questions as to possible new or changed
power levels, protection to full-power
stations, particularly regarding second
adjacencies and the mechanisms by
which such interference will be defined
as well as just how to properly employ
the so called ' grid' allocation system
advanced by the commission"
Of particular significance to fullpower broadcasters, he said, are worries about interference and the eventual
availability of newly licensed translators
for use in both AM as well as HD mult
icast simulcasts.
WAIVERS SHOULD BE RARE'
Asked what concerns the National
Association of Broadcasters has about
the translator/LPFM situation, an association spokesperson summarized its
position on the issue:
"The FCC needs to make sure that
FM stations, translators as well as LPFM
stations remain free of interference. The
FCC should establish clear rules, and
not allow any LPFMs that might cause
interference, because they would have
to cease operations immediately and
potentially lose their investment. And,
FM stations believe that waivers for
LPFMs to operate on second-adjacent
should be rare and only approved under
special conditions, such as when athirdadjacent channel is not available.

James Bradshaw. 'Only
those stations that have
had amaterial change
in their RF environment
require the filing of an
Exhibit or Worksheet
demonstrating compliance with RFR Rules.'

John Burgett. ' Iexpect
that [apending FCC]
decision will tighten any
loose ends which remain
regarding stations'
efforts to move into
urbanized areas and will
attempt to 'clarify' what
the agency will allow in
terms of loss of service.'

"Finally, the FCC should not permit
LPFMs that operate at 250 watts, because
the Act and its conditions are based on
the common technical understanding that
LPFMs are 100-watt services."
Session panelist and attorney John
Garziglia said the commission moving
forward on LPFMs "is almost certainly
predicated upon the FCC first clearing
out a number of pending FM translator applications through dismissals, and
granting some others. There are now
several thousand still-pending FM translator applications. There are anumber of
broadcasters who would like to ultimately acquire one or more of these translators even though they may not have
applied for one prior to the FCC allowing
for AM stations, and HD2 stations, to be
re-broadcast on FM translators.
"Right now, the path to such an
acquisition is not clear."
On the subject of LPFM stations,
Garziglia also writes: "Since broadcasters
cannot own LPFMs, the FCC's expected
opening of an LPFM window sometime
in the next year or so has less attraction
and less interest to broadcasters.
"Nonetheless, the opening of an
LPFM window might be an opportunity
for broadcasters to assist certain groups
in their community such as a school or
established community organization to
acquire an LPFM station as a training
ground for future broadcasters. After all,
there are more than several great broadcasters out there that got their start at college radio stations. Expanding the opportunities for future broadcasters by helping
with the inception of an LPFM station
might be good both for the community
and for the future of broadcasting."

John Garziglia. 'There are
now several thousand
still- pending FM translator applications. There are
anumber of broadcasters who would like to
ultimately acquire one or
more of these translators.'

CITY OF LICENSE
Attorney John Burgett said the biggest issue facing radio right now is
how the commission intends to revise
or clarify its policies regarding city of
license changes.
"The FCC's Rural Radio Order

released back in March 2011 significantly changed the manner in which the
FCC reviews city of license changes
by making it much more difficult for
stations to relocate from rural areas
into urbanized areas. The commission
is poised to release a decision soon
addressing the several petitions for
reconsideration filed by broadcasters
questioning the FCC's assumptions
underlying the Rural Radio Order.
"I expect that the decision will tighten any loose ends which remain regarding stations' efforts to move in to urbanized areas and will attempt to ' clarify'
what the agency will allow in terms of
loss of service."
But in doing so, Burgett said, he
(continued on page 20)

TECH SESSIONS
Wednesday, Sept. 19
9-10 a.m.
Technical Regulatory
Issues for Radio
See article above
10:15-11:15 a.m.
Wireless Colocation
Lawrence Behr, CEO of
LBA Technology Inc.
12:30-3:30 p.m.
NRSC Meetings

At the 2011 show, MaryAnn Seidler, left, Led
adiscussion on the engineer's role in building
amultiplatform radio station with, from left,
Jim Stagnitto, New York Public Radio; Glynn
Walden, CBS Radio; Paul Shulins, Greater Media;
Jim Roberts, Broadcast Electronics; Brian Janes,
ESPN Radio; and Gary Kline, Cumulus Media

Thursday, Sept. 20
9:30-10:30 a.m.
HD Radio Update
Ben Downs, VP/GM of Bryan
Broadcasting, moderates apanel
featuring Paul Brenner of Emmis,
Joe D'Angelo of iBiquity Digital
and Glynn Walden of CBS Radio
11 a.m.-Noon
Implementing Artist Experience
Paul 5hulins, Greater Media
1:30-2:45 p.m.
Hybrid Radio
David Layer of NAB moderates
asession with Joe Harb of Quu

Interactive, Ben Husmann of
Emmis Interactive and Nick
Piggott of RadioDN5
3:30-4:30 p.m.
Engineering Management
Gary Kline, Cumulus Media
Friday, Sept. 21
9-10 a.m.
Preparing for Disaster
Allan Brace, Clear Channel
10:30-11:45 a.m.
Tips from the Workbench
John Bisset, Elenos USA and Radio
World
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In Dallas, More Radio Show Special
Here are more highlights of the agenda for the
l?adio Show in Dallas.
Career Day — The NAB Education Foundation and
he Broadcast Education Association start things off.
l'uesday afternoon.
Advertiser Luncheon — Advertising agency
CEOs Bill Koenigsberg and Andrew Essex discuss the array of media options for advertisers
and radio's role in enabling marketers to connect
with consumers in a Q-and- A moderated by Tim
Castelli, president of national sales, marketing
partnerships for Clear Channel Media and

Entertainment. Wednesday morning.
Opening Remarks — Erica Farber.
President and CEO of the Radio
Advertising Bureau, Gordon H. Smith.
President and CEO of the National
Association of Broadcasters and Q-and- A
with CBS Corp. President and CEO
Leslie Moonves. Wednesday afternoon.
Leadership Breakfast — How does
radio retain its value in ashifting world?
Lew Dickey of Cumulus Media, Jeff
Smulyan of Emmis Communications, Joe
Schwartz of Cherry Creek Radio, Jose
Valle of Univision Radio. Remarks by
Marci Ryvicker of Wells Fargo Securities,
moderated by Lew Paper of Pillsbury
Winthrop Shaw. Thursday morning.

Marconi Awards — Recognizing Neil Golden, senior vice president and chief marketing officer of McDonald's
excellence in radio. Entertainment by USA, right, spoke with Tom Joyner Last year about ethnic marketing.
Melissa
Etheridge;
hosted
by
Edgar " Shoboy"
Sotelo
Thursday
evening.
its first member. The organization has
Radio Luncheon — Tom Joyner
now grown to some 5,500 members
is featured speaker; Dan Mason
worldwide.
(continued from page 4)
Sears Holdings Corp.'s Eddie Combs delivered the
of CBS Radio is honored with
Battison authored 15 technical
keynote address at the Advertiser Luncheon last
the National Radio Award.
the United States, where he became
books and wrote more than 500 techniyear.
Friday midday.
director of engineering at Ohio State
cal articles for publication. He served
University's broadcast center.
as technical editor for Radio magazine
He spent part of his career as an
and was a frequent contributor to
engineering consultant, with a cliBroadcast Engineering magazine.
ent list that included the American
In 1998, Battison was named
University, the governments of
Engineer of the Year for radio by the
Lebanon and Uganda, and the goverNational Association of Broadcasters.
Supporting Broadcasters neeab for nearly 50 years
nor of New Mexico. Battison also was
In 2006 he received the Society of
director of education for the National
Broadcast
Engineer's
Lifetime
Radio Institute in Washington and
Achievement Award, which itself was
Shively Labs announces new log periodic
lectured at the Peking Institute of
later renamed in his honor.
antenna to meet demands of medium power
Broadcasting in China as an official
Battison remained active in broaddirectional antenna market.
guest of the government.
cast engineering activities until the
time of his death. He was also an
TAKING THE INITIATIVE
ordained Anglican priest and travBattison may best be rememSee us at 800th 705
eled 160 miles each weekend from
bered
for
initiating
a
movement
that
his home in Loudonville, Ohio, to
at Aliei8 Radio in Dallas
led to the creation of the Society of
conduct services at Christ Church in
Sept. 78-21
Broadcast Engineers.
Columbus, Ohio.
He was not pleased with a decision made in the early 1960s to merge
In his 1998 NAB award acceptance,
Visit Shively Labs to discuss our
the Institute of Radio Engineers with
Battison recalled meeting "most of the
new line of broadband antennas
the American Institute of Electrical
famous engineers who made U.S. radio
being developed. Look for these
Engineers, and wrote an editorial
what it is today, and many of the pioencouraging the creation of a new
neer radio inventors including Lee de
innovative products to be offered
organization to represent the interests
Antennas
Forest and Major Armstrong, the invenby the end of the year.
of broadcast engineers.
tor of FM. Ibuilt an Armstrong Super
In 1963, after no one volunteered
Regenerative receiver in the 1920s, so
Filters
to move this idea forward, Battison
of course I already knew his name.
made time to lead this effort, despite
When Imet him, he was 'Major FM. —
Combiners
many other activities and commitTo read the full text of his remarks,
ments. With the help of his family,
including comments about the 10 perCoax
he sent membership invitation letters
cent rule, 9 kc separation and the
to nearly 5,000 radio and television
late Leonard Kahn, visit radioworld.
chief engineers. His actions led to the
corn/links. To share a memory of
0
+ 1207- 647- 3327
sales@shively.com
founding of the Society of Broadcast
John Battison, write to radioworld@
Engineers, with Battison becoming
nbmedia.com.
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Shively Labs ®
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MEET AXIA'S NEW, SMALLER IP CONSOLES.
THEY'RE BIG WHERE IT COUNTS.

Just apush on the Options
knob lets board ops assign
new sources, adjust gain trim,
source EQ and more.

Plastic labels? Not on
these consoles. High-rez
OLED displays on each
channel tell talent exactly
what source is assigned.

Razor-sharp OLED
Program meter with overload warning. VU or PPM ballistics? The choice is yours.
•

•

Inside this 2RU chassis beats
the heart of agiant, with power
to run two RAQ or DESQ consoles. Or maybe one of each?
Its okay, we don't judge.

Q0R.16 console engine
doesn't just look cool - it
stays cool thanks to
beefy heat- sinks and
fanless design.

•
Built-in Ethernet switch lets
you easily network devices
and studios. Plenty of professional, balanced analog, AES
and Livewire I/O, too.

Can asuper- duty, highperformance rotary gain
control still be called a
fader? Just don't call it a
'pot - that's old tech.

•

•

•
•

Avionics- grade switches
with LED lighting.

Four Show Profiles for
instant recall of console
configurations. Try that
on aPA mixer.

•
Machined- aluminum work
surfaces are made tough,
to stand up to what jocks
dish out

•
Rugged, built-in, auto ranging power supply.
No line lumps or wall warts on Axia gear.

•
Event timer
has manual and
auto- reset options.
•

Smooth 100mm.
premium faders are
side- loading to foil
dirt and debris.

•
•
OLED channel
displays have an
audio confidence
meter, too.

Time- of- day clock

•
Four- position monitor
selector lets you switch
between Program or
External monitor feeds
on the fly.

can slave to your
NTP server.

•
Onboard headphone
control with Preview
option. Cheesy outboard
amps need not apply.

The more you saw, the more convinced you were that IP consoles made sense for

the reporters can send their finished stories right to the studio. And DESQ is perfect for

your station. Problem was, you had small spaces to work in. Some behemoth board

the auxiliary production rooms.

that looks like a '78 Oldsmobile just wouldn't fit. But there was no way you'd settle
for some cheap plastic PA mixer that looked like a refugee from the church basement. " Wouldn't it be great," you thought, " if someone made in IP console that
didn't take up awhole room?"

But what sealed the deal was finding out you could run two RAQ or DESQ consoles
with just one Axia Q0R.16 mixing engine — you know, the one with all of the audio I/O,
the power supply and the Ethernet switch built in. That brought the cost down so low
that when you told your GM the price, he actually didn't swear at you ( for once). Make

Then you saw the new RAQ and DESQ consoles from Axia, and your problems were

another decision like this, and you might just be changing the sign on your door from

solved. With the power and features of abig console, but minus the ginormous space

"Chief Engineer" to " Genius."

requirements. RAQ will drop right into those turrets in your news station's bullpen -

AxiaAudiocom/RAQ
Available in the U.S. from BGS: ( 352)

622-7700

AxiaAudiocom/DESQ
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Translator/LPFM Issues in Spotlight
In Dallas, Radio Show Panel Will Explore Technical Regulatory Issues

P,oduced by RAS and NIAS

IF YOU GO

BY TOM OSENKOVVSKY

What: 2012 Radio Show
When: Sept. 19-21
Where: Hilton Anatole, Dallas
How: www.radioshowvveb.com
How Much: Onsite member registration $ 595; rates vary for non-members, students, spouses; see website
for packages

On Sept. 19 at the Radio Show in
Dallas, Milford Smith, vice president
of radio engineering at Greater Media,
will host a panel that includes James

)RADIO SHOW
DALLAS
Bradshaw, deputy chief of the Audio
Division of the FCC Media Bureau,
and three communications counselors:
Ann Bobeck, senior vice president and
deputy general council at the NAB; John
I Burgett, a partner at Wiley Rein LLP;
and John Garziglia, apartner at Womble
Carlyle Sandridge & Rice LLP.
What topics are likely to be on the
minds of the engineers and managers in
attendance?
"The proposed changes to the translator/LPFM rules are, as you know, wideranging and presage anew era in terms
of additional LPFM service, particularly
to the more populated markets, as well
as the first time in nearly 10 years that
any significant number of the translator
applications from the 2003 deluge will
begin to be processed," Smith said.
"There are alot of outstanding questions as to possible new or changed
power levels, protection to full-power
stations, particularly regarding second
adjacencies and the mechanisms by
which such interference will be defined
as well as just how to properly employ
the so called ' grid' allocation system
advanced by the commission"
Of particular significance to fullpower broadcasters, he said, are worries about interference and the eventual
availability of newly licensed translators
for use in both AM as well as HD multicast simulcasts.
WAIVERS SHOULD BE 'RARE'
Asked what concerns the National
Association of Broadcasters has about
the translator/LPFM situation, an association spokesperson summarized its
position on the issue:
"The FCC needs to make sure that
FM stations, translators as well as LPFM
stations remain free of interference. The
FCC should establish clear rules, and
not allow any LPFMs that might cause
interference, because they would have
to cease operations immediately and
potentially lose their investment. And,
FM stations believe that waivers for
LPFMs to operate on second-adjacent
should be rare and only approved under
special conditions, such as when athirdadjacent channel is not available.

RA.01 ((« 5 I-I
OW

James Bradshaw. 'Only
those stations that have
had amaterial change
in their RF environment
require the filing of an
Exhibit or Worksheet
demonstrating compliance with RFR Rules.'

John Burgett. ' Iexpect
that [apending FCC]
decision will tighten any
loose ends which remain
regarding stations'
efforts to move into
urbanized areas and will
attempt to 'clarify' what
the agency will allow in
terms of loss of service.'

"Finally, the FCC should not permit
LPFMs that operate at 250 watts, because
the Act and its conditions are based on
the common technical understanding that
LPFMs are 100-watt services."
Session panelist and attorney John
Garziglia said the commission moving
forward on LPFMs "is almost certainly
predicated upon the FCC first clearing
out a number of pending FM translator applications through dismissals, and
granting some others. There are now
several thousand still-pending FM translator applications. There are anumber of
broadcasters who would like to ultimately acquire one or more of these translators even though they may not have
applied for one prior to the FCC allowing
for AM stations, and HD2 stations, to be
re-broadcast on FM translators.
"Right now, the path to such an
acquisition is not clear."
On the subject of LPFM stations,
Garziglia also writes: "Since broadcasters
cannot own LPFMs, the FCC's expected
opening of an LPFM window sometime
in the next year or so has less attraction
and less interest to broadcasters.
"Nonetheless, the opening of an
LPFM window might be an opportunity
for broadcasters to assist certain groups
in their community such as a school or
established community organization to
acquire an LPFM station as a training
ground for future broadcasters. After all,
there are more than several great broadcasters out there that got their start at college radio stations. Expanding the opportunities for future broadcasters by helping
with the inception of an LPFM station
might be good both for the community
and for the future of broadcasting."

John Garziglia. 'There are
now several thousand
still- pending FM translator applications. There are
anumber of broadcasters who would like to
ultimately acquire one or
more of these translators.'

CM OF LICENSE
Attorney John Burgett said the biggest issue facing radio right now is
how the commission intends to revise
or clarify its policies regarding city of
license changes.
"The FCC's Rural Radio Order

released back in March 2011 significantly changed the manner in which the
FCC reviews city of license changes
by making it much more difficult for
stations to relocate from rural areas
into urbanized areas. The commission
is poised to release a decision soon
addressing the several petitions for
reconsideration filed by broadcasters
questioning the FCC's assumptions
underlying the Rural Radio Order.
"I expect that the decision will tighten any loose ends which remain regarding stations' efforts to move in to urbanized areas and will attempt to ' clarify'
what the agency will allow in terms of
loss of service."
But in doing so, Burgett said, he
(continued on page 20)

TECH SESSIONS
Wednesday, Sept. 19
9-10 a.m.
Technical Regulatory
Issues for Radio
See article above
10:15-11:15 a.m.
Wireless Colocation
Lawrence Behr, CEO of
LBA Technology Inc.
12:30-3:30 p.m.
NRSC Meetings

At the 2011 show, MaryAnn Seidler, left, led
adiscussion on the engineer's role in building
amultiplatform radio station with, from left,
Jim Stagnitto, New York Public Radio; Glynn
Walden, CBS Radio; Paul Shulins, Greater Media;
Jim Roberts, Broadcast Electronics; Brian Janes,
ESPN Radio; and Gary Kline, Cumulus Media

Thursday, Sept. 20
9:30-10:30 a.m.
HD Radio Update
Ben Downs, VP/GM of Bryan
Broadcasting, moderates apanel
featuring Paul Brenner of Emmis,
Joe D'Angelo of iBiquity Digital
and Glynn Walden of CBS Radio
11 a.m.-Noon
Implementing Artist Experience
Paul Shulins, Greater Media
1:30-2:45 p.m.
Hybrid Radio
David Layer of NAB moderates
asession with Joe Harb of Quu

Interactive, Ben Husmann of
Emmis Interactive and Nick
Piggott of RadioDNS
3:30-4:30 p.m.
Engineering Management
Gary Kline, Cumulus Media
Friday, Sept. 21
9-10 a.m.
Preparing for Disaster
Allan Brace, Clear Channel
10:30-11:45 a.m.
Tips from the Workbench
John Bisset, Elenos USA and Radio
World

Advertisement
SATELLITE SIGNAL LEVEL METER
AND SAT IDENTIFIER
Our new "SAT- BUDDY" satellite signal level
meter will measure 950 - 2150MHz Lband signals. The unit powers the LNB, and provides digi:al signal measurement for carriers. The unit can

HD- GRADE SATELLITE
LNB WILL BOOST EBNO
ON RECEIVERS
Invest
a FEWHUNDRED DOLLARS into upgrading your
satellite antenna- mounted 11\1B,
to the new DAWNco
"L series" LNBs, and
watch for improved
EbNo readings on
your digital satellite
receivers.
DAWNco's latest generation
of C and Ku band
LNBs have best- in industry specs for
"ldB gain compres-

sion." . nstall these units to make
a real difference in the reception
of HD and other MPEG4 or DVBS2 satellite channels. Internal circuitry has been completely redesigned for reduced power draw, so
that indoor receivers
and power supplies
will never be overtaxed. In order to
prevent signal outages, when outdoor
temperatures
fluctuate,
DAWNco's
best LNBs feature a
highly stable +/- 5
Khz rating.

IMPROVE RECEPTION
WITH 3.7 METER
SATELLITE DISH FOR
LESS THAN $ 2K
keci)
out dish cost under
$2K, and permanently improve
your satellite reception capability, with our fiberglass
3.7 meter satellite antenna.
This is the perfect dish
for rooftop or island locations, where the 8 petal
design offers easy transport to site. Ground mount
USA sites may prefer our
HIGH GAIN aluminum sat
antennas, in sizes up to 5.0

meter. The customer will specify
stationary or motorized configuration for the dish, and DAWNco
offers all other items needed for a
complete system.

identify satellites by name, measure signal levels
-70 to 10 dBm, plus display carrier-to-noise (C/N),
signal quality, and Bit Error Rate. Confidently recognize the satellite adish is aimed at, and peak the
antenna to maximum performance.
SURGE SUPFtESSOR FOR LIGHTNING
NEAR SATELLITE ANTENNA
Place the " LNB-Zap-Stop" in the coaxial cable
line that runs from the dish, to the satellite receiver. Think of it as an " insurance policy" to protect

expensive indoor equipment from lightning hits.
Transient Suppressing Diode technology works to
block high voltage surges. The lightning protection units can take multiple strikes, with no need
for resetting or replacing.

You'll find
our prices
'reasonable,
our reasoning
qv,
priceless.

COVERSAT AND HEATSAT
MAKE YOUR DISH RELIABLE
IN BAD WEATHER
The COVERsat will prevent most signal outages caused by snow and ice. It is wrapped over the
front face of adish, creating asteep and slippery
surface to prevent the accumulation of ice tSz snow.
The cover is made to exactly fit the customers
specified dish type. The HEAT:at satellite antenna

Keeping track of all the satellite and fiber
optic communicatittns pr,ducts out there
is afull time job.
That's why so many people come to
DAWNco. They count on us for everyt
hing from satellite antennas, receivers,
1.1\113s, and position controllers to fiber
optic broadband links, satellite links and
data links.
heater will completely stop signal outages caused
by snow and ice. This reliable dish back-side electric heater keeps snow & ice from forming on the
dish, by heating the reflector when snow and ice
conditions are present. Purchase the HEATsat to
upgrade existing satellite antelnas, and ask for it
to be included with your new dish purchases.

We offer the broadcast TV, cable TV, radio
and educational fields high quality equipment at down-to-earth prices.

But more than equipment, we offer expertise.
We can examine your situation and your budget,
and recommend exactly what you need. You save
both time ind money by making the l
'est
buying decision.

\\ till

Call aDAWN

your que>t

sine Alitm2800.866.6969.
number lot our Irec caLtio12, or

1)\

t se the same

it all on the web at
www.DANNco.com.

find

DAWNco
Reasonable prices, priceless reasoning.
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Booth List: The Marketplace
This is the list of exhibitors for the Radio Show in Dallas
as of late August. See on-site program materials for late
additions or changes.
Exhibit Hours:
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Emmis Interactive

325

ENCO Systems Inc.

704

ERI-Electronics Research Inc.

605

Federal Communications Commission

508

Wednesday, Sept. 19

1p.m. — 6:30 p.m.

FirstCom Music

225

Thursday, Sept. 20
Friday, Sept. 21

9 a.m. — 5 p.m.

Harris Broadcasting

604

9 a.m. — Noon

iBiquity Digital Corp.

325

Intern'l Demographics/Media Audit

200

305 Broadcast/Elenos

210

Internet Media Device Alliance-IMDA

709

AdMall

404

Intertech Media

615

Bob Surette of Shively is seen ' at bay' on the floor of

Advantage Systems Inc.

907

Mainstream Network

616

last year's Radio Show.

AppCandy

614

Marketron Broadcast Solutions

811

Arbitron

226

Media Monitors

810

RadioDNS

921

Armstrong Transmitter

215

Miller, Kaplan, Arase & Co.

716

Radio- Ready Cell Phone Showcase

415

Army National Guard

609

Moseley Associates Inc.

505

RadioTraffic.com

221

BIA/Kelsey

610

MusicMaster

701

RCS

715

Bonneville Distribution

514

Myat Inc.

611

RF Specialties Group

902

Broadcast Electronics

700

Nautel Ltd.

815

Second Street Media Solutions

212

Broadcast Software International

217

NPR Satellite Services

711

SESAC

228

Broadcast Supply Worldwide

808

OMT Technologies

501

Shively Labs

705

Broadcast Works!

410

OneDomain Inc.

905

Specialty Data Systems Inc.

710

Broadcasters General Store

223

Orad Hi-Tec Systems

707

SPX Communication Tech./Dielectric

806

Broad View Software

507

Powergold Music Scheduling

220

Stainless LLC

804

Christian FM Media Group LLC

216

Power-Link/Proof of Play

219

Sun & Fun Media

903

Clear Channel Satellite

515

Precision Communications Inc.

706

Susan GKomen for the Cure

406

Coaxial Dynamics

714

ProAudio.com

510

The Financial Exchange

211

Comrex

208

PromoSuite Software & Interactive

900

vCreative

405

Continental Electronics Corp.

504

Radiate Media

213

V- Soft Communications

708

Digital Alert Systems

919

Radio Revolution Network

500

WideOrbit

805

DoubleRadius Inc.

607

Radio World/NewBay Media

407

Worldcast Systems

506

Visit us at
NAB Radio
Booth #

11

,--mefirt.e-.tf!MPe• it semy

For building, servicing, or expanding a satellite network, NPRSS provides the satellite capacity — and
nationwide coverage — to meet your video, audio, and data distribution needs For comprehensive solutions
packaged with personal attention, contact NPRSS at linkup@npr.org or www.nprss.org/linkup
www.nprss.org/iinkup
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Introducing the

NVLI Series

Produced > BAB and NAB

See us at booth # 815

3.5 - 10 kW Analog FM

nautet

Proven NV Series Architecture
Outstanding Efficiency
Intelligent Features
No- Compromise Performance

Met

111

Meet the rew NV' Series for analog FM
broadcasting. Based on the prDven NV Series
architecture, they're built tough will iracrated
exciter(s) and paralle. power 3mpifiers, power modules
and swixhing power supplies.
r
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AUI Comtrol System
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Streaming Inpull
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PUSHRADi0
Nautel

Backup Audio

PHONEHONIE

11 6
-1c7 —
Integrated Digital Exciter

Unmatched Nautel controll helps you save time,
trips and money. Add the highest efficiency in
their class and the result is unprecedented value.
5kW transmitters starting at $34,900 US.

Videos, web-bars and more at
+1.902.823.5131

.

otErdi

Exceptional value

www.nautel.com/NVLT
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Order. The commission is expected to

(continued from page 16)

expects the policies to become more
complex and require more engineering
assistance.
Broadcasters with FM translator
applications dating back to the 2003
filing window, he continued, "should be
thinking about which of those applications they want to pursue consistent
with the national cap of 50 applications
and the market-based cap of one application per market for the 156 markets
identified by the FCC in its March 2012

September 12.2012

NEWS
issue apublic notice soon setting deadlines for applicants to identify the applications they want processed consistent
with these limits."
RF ENVIRONMENT
Jim Bradshaw of the FCC also
expects agreat deal of interest in translator and LPFM topics; and he points
out another topic of interest.
"Section III, Question 7 on Form
303-S previously required completing an
Exhibit/RFR Worksheet to demonstrate
compliance with FCC Rules," he said.

This has been replaced with acertification for those stations which have
had no material change in their RF environment since the station last received
agrant of license application or license
renewal application. Only those stations
that have had amaterial change in their
RF environment require the filing of an
Exhibit or Worksheet demonstrating
compliance with RFR Rules."
Further, EAS is likely to be part of
the discussion. New EAS rules became
effective July 1. These required most
broadcasters to purchase new equipment
and comply with CAP monitoring and

The
Metamorphosis
Continues

1111111111111111

Attorney John
Burgett said the
biggest issue facing
radio right now is how
the commission intends
to revise or clarify its
policies regarding city of
license changes.

relt

GSelector 4packs abigger punch than ever with some
major enhancements proving, yet again, that GSelector
remains the world's most advanced music scheduler.

computers as well as the vast majority of current
smartphones, tablets and e- readers, including the
iPaC, iPhone and most Android phones.

You can edit layouts in Linker or GSelector without
leaving the browse window. Song attributes can be
either globally assigned or station specific, giving you
more muscle to manage your music across stations
and formats. Schedule abrowse list for that special
programming event.

As music scheduling continues to evolve, so do we.
Join the movement. GSelector 4 — the only music
scheduler with the power of Selector2Go.

GSelector 4is now powered with Selector2Go, giving
you dynamic scheduling, log editing and essential
analysis in the palm of your hand. Selector2Go enables
you to generate and edit GSelector 4schedules
anywhere, using just about any modern device that
has Internet access. This includes most PC and Mac

retransmission requirements.
Stations should have their equipment
installed and operational. For those
that do not, for whatever reasons, what
enforcement action might the FCC take?
How will the FCC treat stations where
Internet access is limited or simply not
available? What plans are in place for a
next EAS national test? How far along
are state and local plans?
Panel participant Ann Bobeck of NAB
said the " vast majority of radio stations"
have made the upgrade in equipment to
CAP. "There are a few pending waivers at the FCC, due to equipment order
delays or lack of access to broadband.
Radio broadcasters will work with our
federal partners in participating in the
next national diagnostic EAS test."

Advanced Scheduling
rom,
•Ino•
Mt MI%
"
M I"
M.

lumen.
•••••

Sound Software

rcsworks.com

Another possible topic of interest
is the matter of online public files.
NAB has filed suit challenging the commission's online political file rules as
applied to local TV stations, saying the
regulations are arbitrary and capricious.
Though these do not yet apply to radio,
most observers believe they eventually
will, if upheld.
Also, the use of modulation-dependent carrier level technology is being
studied by the National Radio Systems
Committee, which is expected to release
areport on it soon.
NAB Vice President of Science and
Technology John Marino said, "Current
experimentation with MDCL looks very
positive. We understand that stations
testing MDCL are showing transmitter
electricity savings of up to 30 percent in
some cases."
Radio World asked Marino when
NAB might release the details of another report, one prepared for its board
exploring technical and regulatory
options for AM radio.
"NAB does not have any immediate
plans to release the report," he replied.
"It is the result of discussions only
among members of our NAB Radio
Technology Committee and at this time
the report has not been fully reviewed or
studied by others."
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as music playback. Pure's Contour 200i
lists for $ 269 and is available from

REGULATORY FEES: The Commission
set up an electronic fee filer so broadcasters can pay their regulatory fees;
those are due Sept. 13. Fees for FY2012
range from $ 725 for aClass A AM station serving amarket of 25,000 or less
people to $ 11,500 for the FM Class B, C,
CO, Cl and C2 stations serving markets
of 3million or more people.
FCC TECH ACT: The Society of Broadcast Engineers plans alobbying push
this month for the passage of legislation in Congress that would add atechnical person to the staff of each FCC
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can play their music wirelessly via aPC,
Mac, iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch without having to dock the device. Contour
200i Air also includes adock for charging the iPad, iPhone and iPod, as well

go out for at least two time zones,

www.Brookstone.corn, www.Pure.corn
and vvww.amazon.com.

Central and Mountain. Neil Graves of
the IPAWS Engineering Office said in
these instances IPAWS goes through a

EAS: FEMA's IPAWS office addressed
an unplanned outage in its EAS feed

series of diagnostics and troubleshooting to determine what went wrong
and then re-transmits the message

in early August. The Required Weekly
Tests have continued as scheduled

manually. Posting on the SBE-EAS
Listserv, Graves said the RVVTs were

after the June 30 equipment deadline

designed as atemporary solution,
meaning this functionality wasn't builtinto the IPAWS-OPEN application, but

so that station engineers can confirm
whether their EAS encoders/decoders can definitely decode aCommon
Alerting Protocol-formatted alert.
However on Aug. 6, the alert did not

resides on acomputer outside of the
FEMA/DHS networks. FEMA is looking
for amore permanent solution.

commissioner. Senate and House versions of the bill are still in committee.
As part of its legislative agenda, the SBE
1EIRCI).(3•1

has sought greater technical expertise
on the commission for several years.
PERFORMANCE ROYALTIES: Pandora
likes one version of a possible performance royalty bill, the one that
calls for parity among digital radio
audio services as far as streaming
royalties. That's the gist of the measure introduced by Utah Republican
Rep. Jason Chaffetz. However NAB,
as well as Pandora co-founder and
Chief Strategy Officer Tim Westergren,
oppose adraft of adifferent measure
circulated by New York Democrat Rep.
Jerry Nadler. That bill attempts to
include broadcast radio streams into
the performance royalty mix. NAB says
the draft " fails to recognize the promotional value of local radio airplay"
and Westergren says the Nadler draft
"would worsen an already flawed legislative mistake that is discriminating
against new technology and hampering innovation." Responding, Nadler
said ' the solution is not to get to parity at the expense of artists," which
is how he characterized the Nadler bill.
FM CHIP: Michigan Democrat Rep.
Hansen Clarke is seeking a hearing on

INTRODUCING

RINCON

Moseley STL for under $ 3000*

THE INDUSTRY'S FIRST MULTI-CHANNEL, MULTI-ALGORITHM, MULTI-NETWORK, MULTI-STL
Rincon is the broadcast industry's first Digital Audio Transport Product optimized to deliver multichannel digital audio over IP,
TDM or Radio Links simultaneously. Rincon's ability to leverage these network choices and low purchase price gives
excellent return on investment.

the idea of integrating FM chips in
cell phones and other mobile devices.
In a letter to Florida Republican Gus
Bilirakis and California Democrat
Laura Richardson, chair and rak-

•
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•
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ing member respectively of the
House Subcommittee on Emergency
Preparedness, Response and
Communications, Clarke asks them
to hold a hearing on the chip issue,
stressing their emergency communication capabilities. In June, the House
Subcommittee on Communications
and Technology touched on the FM
chip issue during a hearing.
CONTOUR 2001 AIR: Pure's Contour
200i Air is now available for U.S. consumers. The music streaming system is
Pure's first Apple AirPlay product. Users

Catch the wave. Call your broadcast experts today.
Bill Gould (978) 373-6303

I Dave Chancey (
805) 968-9621 ext.213

www.rnoseleysb.com
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What Happened When
We Did a Blind Test of
arious Speaker Wires

September 11 2012

Madison, Wis.
For Gary's presentation, Iwas just
the "color" commentator and didn't
really help. But they wanted me because
they intended to test seven kinds of
speaker cable.
Gary brought anice pair of JBL 4310
speakers driven by a Crown XLS 202
power amp, with source material coming
from aSony RCD-W500C CD-recorder/
player. Volume was controlled through a
Behringer MXB-1002 mixer.
He played part of "Rodeo" by Aaron
Copland, as performed by the Dallas
Symphony Orchestra, and a piece of
John Philip Sousa's "The Stars and
Stripes Forever," played by the Washington Winds. Both of these pieces were
"audiophile" recordings.
g1111111111111111

If you paid $ 10 a
foot for your speaker
cables, then you'd better
hear adifference.

iSlockphoto/Simcii Alvinge

I

WIRED FOR

So it doesn't surprise me that many
high-end audio folks say that these "standard" cables can't be very good because
they are too cheap. Iwould agree with
this at least in one way: If you paid $ 10 a
foot for your speaker cables, then you'd
better hear adifference.

SOUND

kead more Wired for Sound amides at radioworld.com

BY STEVE LAMPEN

Working for Belden, I get emails
regularly from people who are "testing"
speaker cables. Iam happy to send them
samples to listen to. Imake it very clear,
though, that our company doesn't " lis-

LISTEN CLOSELY
Three years ago, Iwas delighted to
be arm-twisted into helping my friend
Gary Mach, retired chief engineer of

ten" to anything except the customer.

the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay,

put on apresentation at the Broadcasters
Clinic and Upper Midwest SBE Regional Meeting in Madison, Wis.
The Clinic is arranged by the
Wisconsin Broadcasters Association and
Chapter 24 of the Society of Broadcast
Engineers; its on my list of the most
influential local broadcast shows. Itry
very hard not to miss it. A very good
show in New York was being held at
the same time that year. and Ihad been
invited to go to China on business;
but, no. Itold them all. Ihad to go to

Find out more at www.atc-labs.com/alco

essionalTM
Versatile and reliable Audio Over IP software solution for
real time On- Air reporting with near CD sound quality
Receive high quality audio from up to 8reporters for live broadcast

Play audio files and recorded playlists real time
Selectable bandwidth to meet any field reporting conditions

Evaluate it now!

Text communication with each reporter during call allows real time
contact and feedback

Get afree trial

Real

at atc-labs.com

previously recorded files between host and reporters

time

File Transfer

sends

tags, advertisements, music

or

STL Function with AutoDial provides reliable high quality link tc
transmitter

A product by ATC Labs
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The crew — Bob Surette of Shively
Labs and Bill Hubbard of UW-Green
Bay — changed out six-foot lengths of
cables while the audience of about 70
people listened, again and again, taking notes, unaware of which cable was
being used.
At the end, we revealed what types of
cables the audience had been listening
to. There were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Belden 8477 12 AWG speaker cable
Belden 8782 24 AWG zip cord
Romex house wiring
Car jumper cables
Barbed wire
300-ohm antenna twin-lead
3/8-inch steel hanging cable

And the winner was ... 300-ohm
twin-lead.
Yes, that was voted the best-sounding cable by the audience.
Second place? The car battery jumper
cables. Talk about low resistance! Think
of the slew rate! Damping factor!
The actual large-gage Belden speaker cable came in second — from the
bottom.
(I was especially happy to see that
barbed wire was included in the test. I
once saw ademo at atradeshow showing 10 base-T, or 10 megabit-per-second
Ethernet, running down four pieces of
barbed wire. And now Ihad seen it run
as speaker cable. I told the audience
(continued on page 26)

IT'S LIKE ASAVINGS VAULT IN DISGUISE.
The cost of a transmitter extends well beyond the purchase price. But with groundbreaking innovations
like PowerSmart , Harris Flexiva

and 3DX' transmitters provide higher performance that saves money,

every day. Less space, power and maintenance required — this is technology you can bank on.

Where Great Radio Begins — broadcast.harris.com/Radio

tRRIS
harris.corn

assuredcommunications
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Some Hunters Just Can't Aim Straight
Also: An IR Thermometer Proves That Not All Heat Is Bad
Iwas speaking with David Sanford with
Texas-based Samco Antennas about
RPU antennas recently. Our discussion
migrated to vandalism at stations.

I

WORKBENCH

times he will use the IR thermometer to
check for heat in the radiator from the
outside of the cabinet.
His two gensets are fueled by propane; they are liquid-mode, temperamental in starting without heat in the

not ideal for rigid line unless you file the
cut. The tubing cutter slightly flanges
the cut ends inward as it cuts, meaning
the bullet will not insert fully.
This is what John found: The bullet was only making contact in a ring.
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a file. After inspecting his bullet couplings, John replaced two bullets that
had lost their springiness in the 12 years
since installation.
Ispoke with John about how he made
straight cuts. His answer: Patience, taking the cuts slow. He also uses a trick
Ilearned years ago: Wrap and tape a
clean piece of 8-1/2-x-11 copy paper
around the rigid line where you want to
make the cut. When you line up the two

by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

David said his company's antennas
are not immune to this problem. Samco
makes a Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite (GOES) yagi
antenna, pictured in Fig. I, used by the
U.S. Geological Survey in monitoring
streams and rivers. Data is transmitted
from sensors in the body of water by
satellite to the USGS facility for display
and analysis.
It seems that tower lights and transmission line aren't the only target some
misguided hunters like to use, as you
can see in Fig. 2. What's amazing is
that with more than half the GOES
antenna blown away it still worked. Got
an interesting photo from the field to
share? Send it to me at johnpbissetg
gmail.com.
Samco makes a rugged and reliable
RPU yagi that isn't top-heavy and will
work well with Will-Burt Hurry- Up
•masts. Contact your favorite dealer for
more information, or head to Samco's
website for data sheets: www.samcoantennas.com/products.html.

Fig. 1: Atypical GOES satellite yagi from Samco.
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Huntley is chief engineer and
director of IT for the four-station
Cumulus cluster in Rockford, Ill. He
writes that he has been using a Fluke
62 Mini Infrared Thermometer for a
few years without any problems. You'll
find a variety of Fluke meters at the
Grainger website. Click on the Radio
World Links page at radioworld.coml
links to see what's available.
John's unit has a spot/distance ratio
of 1:10 (where at 10 inches distance,
you measure aI- inch spot). John reports
that this instrument works just fine in
the presence of 5kW at 1440 kHz.
Our recent article in RW reminded
John to check his ATUs and phasor
again. He verified there were no heating
problems with the RF connections or
components. John did verify acapacitor
failure in a phasor using his IR thermometer a few months ago. The AM
directional readings were wrong and the
IR thermometer found the hot capacitor.
Winter's not that far away; John says
he makes sure he has the instrument
with him to check the generators at
the transmitter sites for coolant heater
failures. He concedes that while ahand
works fine (atouch test for heat), some-

coolant and engine block. A liquid mode
genset has a vaporizer that uses heat
from the coolant to change the propane
to vapor. So it's important the heaters
are functioning.
John also used his IR thermometer
recently to check for heating of bullets
on 3-inch rigid non-flanged line within
the transmitter building. He found that
the inner conductor on the line to a
dummy load had been cut with atubing
cutter. Tubing cutters are convenient but

John assumed correctly that the rest of
the plant was plumbed the same way.
His non-contact IR thermometer verified that there were problems at each
connection, all measured from outside
the line.
John scheduled an outage and was
able to cut back an inch or so on each
end of the rigid line inners. He used a
fine-toothed, hand-driven, reciprocating cutter (better known as ahacksaw).
He then smoothed the rough edge with

ends of the paper, you have acut guide.
Carefully trace the edge of the paper,
all the way around the rigid transmission line, using afine-point marker like
a Sharpie. Remove the paper and cut
along your marked line.
It's important that you rotate the
rigid line as you slowly take small bites
of the pipe with the hacksaw, until
the cut is well established. Saw all the
way through, rotating the pipe as you
cut. Then remove the burs, as John
mentioned, using afile. A Scotch-Brite
or similar pad helps make for a clean
connection. Just don't buy pads that are
impregnated with soap!
John posed one last question to
Workbench readers: How old are the
smaller hoses on your gensets?
He reports that several genset
mechanics recommend replacing even
the good silicone hoses every five years
or so. When do we usually discover
hose problems? When the genset is
needed but unavailable.
John Huntley can be reached at
john .huntleye cumulus .com.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll
help your fellow engineers and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Send
Workbench tips to johnpbissetegmail.
com. Fax to (603) 472-4944.
John Bisset has spent 43 years in the
broadcasting industry and is still learning. He is SBE certified and is a past
recipient of the SBE 'sEducator of the
Year Award. He recently joined Elenos
USA, an FM transmitter company based
in Miami.
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INCesaw 632 - FM/HD RadioTM
Monitor/Receiver

Essential Alarms

Scalable

Alarm closwes to ground for
Carrier Loss, Digital Loss and
Audio Loss, so you can connect directly to your remote
control system. Eliminate the
guess work and know exactly
what's going on.

Buy as many or as few as you
need for your multicast setup.
Up to three 632's can be
mounted in a single 19- inch
rack space with our optional
19- inch rack adaptor*

Stays Locked
Loss of power, loss of signal,
loss of audio, you name it.
The 632 won't revert from HD
Radio back to analog FM, or
forget what HD channel it's
tuned to. Ever.

C)
*Optional 19" rack adaptor holds up to three units
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11NOVB9ye
5805 Hwy 9, Felton CA • www.inovonicsbroadcast.com
contact: sales©inovonicsbroadcast com
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And

LISTENING TEST

Society of Broadcast Enginee
idwest Regional Meet

(continued from page 22)

Ithought the barbed wire might have
sounded alittle "sharp." The crew mentioned that barbed wire had significant
skin effect, since there were often pieces
of skin left on the cable.)
GOOD ENOUGH
Now anyone who is even vaguely
connected to the high-end community
would point out that this was not a
double-blind test. In a big convention
hall, acoustics are not ideal. And surely
nobody was in the "sweet spot" for the
speakers. In that way, this was not "critical listening" to any extent.
But still. A professional crowd essentially was not able to tell "good" cables
from "bad" cables. Pretty much anything that gave us continuity worked
well enough.
Besides, where would you go to
buy 300-ohm twin-lead? Maybe that's
why we stopped making it. ... We're
jacking up the price because it's the
world's greatest speaker cable. And that
twin-lead, at 300 ohms, sure had low
capacitance ( less than 5 pF/ft. in many
designs).
Hey, maybe ... I'll get back to you!
The Broadcasters Clinic is Oct. 9-11

'You've been listening to ... car jumper cables!' Bill Hubbard and Bob Surette at tie demo.
this year. Visit www.wi-broadcasters.org.
Steve Lampen, 2011 SBE Educator of
the Year, is a technology manager and

prosduct line manager - entertainment
products for Belden. His book " The
Audio- Video Cable Installer's Pock-

et Guide" is published by McGrawHill. Reach him at steve.lampene
belden.com.

TWO CUTTING EDGE MONITORS
TO HANDLE YOUR FM MONITORING NEEDS IN THE 21 ST CENTURY
KNO N AND
THE AdiketiffleCLAIMED
THE ALL NEW
SOLUTION
•••._
All-in-One FM Modulation Monitor

NOW WILL SIMULTANEOUSLY DECODE & DISPLAY
HD AUDIO STREAMS!
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• Direct Sampling of the FM RF Carrier

• Direct Sampling of FM RF Carrier

• Digital FM Carrier Demodulation

• Frequency Agile on both Antenna & High Level RF Inputs

• Frequency Agile on both Antenna & High Level RF Inputs

• AM & Sync AM Noise Measurements

• RF Spectrum Analysis with FFT Power Band Calculations

• Variable BW Digital IF Filtering

• Adjustable RF Mask for High Power/Asymmetrical HD Sidebands

• Digital FM Demodulation with 100dB 75ps SNR

• Metering of Analog Total, Pilot, L, R, L+R, & L— R

• Variable BW Composite Filtering

• Metering of HD L/R/L+R/L—R Audio Streams

• Digital Stereo Demodulation with 100dB L/R Separations

• Time Alignment Cross Correlations Analysis ± 16384 Samples, ±
-375rns

• Full Metering of Analog Peak and RMS Values

• HD Control and Status Information

• RDS Injection and Full Data Decoding

• HD SIS and PAD Data

• Two Digital SCA Decoders

• BER ( bit error rate) Measurements

• RF, Composite and Audio FFT Spectrum Analysis

• User Assignable Email, Relay & Display Alarms

• User Assignable Email, Relay & Display Alarms

• RJ-45 Ethernet Interface with Remote PC Software

• Ri 45 Ethernet Interface with Remote PC Software

BELAR

•

VISIT BELAR .
COM FOR TH E L
ATEST PRODUCT I
NFORMATION 8c SOFTWARE UPDATES!
"When accuracy counts, count on Belar" • 610-687-5550 • sales@belar.com • 's‘:%‘‘.helar.coni

Easy to use. Hard to beat.

" 1have always found WideOrbit to be one
of the few companies that actually 'get it.'
They're not just software guys but radio
guys just like me. If you are looking for a
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system that will adapt to your station's
needs, with granular user customization
and easy integration with your existing
infrastructure, then WideOrbit is the one
you are looking for."
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—GREG HANSON
Operations Director / IT Systems Administrator
Accessl Communications, Shreveport

WO Automation for Radio

WIDE CIRBIT

To learn more or schedule ademo, go to: www.wideorbit.com/HardtoBeat
Questions? Please Contact: Jim Hammond - Director of Sales, Radio Automation
0: + 1.214.451.4070 I M: + 1.469.744.1.350

I

jhammond@wideorbit.com
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Meet the LX-24...Wheatstone's flagship, multi- award- winning advanced modular networkable console control surface
The design initiative behind the LX- 24 was to create the world's finest

processors. The visually- stunning meter bridge features up to four sets

control surface. The result is a console that redefines the entire genre.

of bright, high resolution LED meters, as well as circular LED displays for

The LX- 24 is an intelligent surface that can store and recall all your settings.

auxiliary send levels and pan control. A digital count-up/count-down timer is

Its totally modular design lets you configure it exactly as you like - you can

also included.

even hot- swap modules at any time without having to reconfigure.

The LX-24 is advanced in ways that can make a HUGE difference in your

Assign any source of any type anywhere on your network to any fader.

capabilities. But it's also immediately familiar to anyone who has ever sat

Each input channel can be assigned to four stereo busses, plus four pre/

behind a board at a radio station. Use it to make your programming the

post- selectable aux sends, a stereo CUE bus, four mix- minuses and

best it can be. Just plug it into your WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network - with it.

the panel's own bus- minus. Full Vorsis EQ and Dynamics let you sculpt

and the BLADES across the page, you can, dare we say it, rule the world.

and control your sound with the quality of the finest dedicated outboard

THE LX- 24 CONSOLE CONTROL SURFACE FEATURES
Low- profile table-top design - no cutout required
Meter bridge with up to four bright, high res LED meter sets
Control room and headphone outputs with level control
and source selection
Two independent studio outputs
Stereo cue speakers and amplifier built- into rnoter bridgE:
Onboard VGA and USB-Mouse connectors
Event storage (
snapshots) and recall

Each input channel features:
-Four stereo bus assigns
-- Four pre/post-fader aux sends
-Four mix- minuses
-Bus- Minus'
-Source name display
-A/I3 source selector
-2 programmable buttons
-Vorsis EQ and Dynamics including 4-band
parametric EQ. High- and Low- Pass filters,
Compressor and Expander/Noise gate

phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com
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price, it's called The WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, and it rules.

Our BLADES carry out your orders network- wide at

And this is ALL the extra stuff you need to wire- up

Gigabit Ethernet speeds - no bottlenecks

the Intelligent Network:

As an integral part of the WheatNet-IP Inteli-gent Network,

Four CAT- 6 cables and

BLADES interface, move, bend, shape, route and control

a low-cost switch that

everything you want to do with your audio. tf it's audio,

handles the gigabit speed

a BLADE will handle it - at lightning speed.

WheatNet-IP runs at.

Use them organically with our control surfaces, run them from
our Glass- E software wherever you have irternet access, or
control them from the front panels. BLADES make your life
incredibly easy and secure.

Let's do the math - plug in
eight connectors, pow-

j"TTTYTTT1U--U•-

up a console and three
BLADES, add your audio
and you are ready to rock, roll and rule the radio world.

As you need more functionality, just plug in more BLADES -

Brilliant, you ask? Nah - just really, really intelligent.

they come in configurations to handle whatever you need
(analog, digital, aid, mic, MADI). Each BLADE is self- configuring
and has the DNA of the entire self- healing network.
With BLADES, you can do everything from asimple ( or
complex, if you like) snake to STL-over-IP to full- on muftistudio/facility networking - even processing. And because of
Wheatstone's partnership with the top suppliers of automation
and remote gear, you'll have control over your entire system

Want to know more?
WheatNet-IP outperforms the other AolP systems
exponentially and is. by far, the most reliable network you
can get. Log onto wheatip.com. There is a world of real
information there. Or. give us a call. There's nothing we like
better than talking about this stuff.

right from WheatNet-IP. Ruling the world hEis never been easier.

EVERY BLADE FEATURES
Two 8x2 stereo virtual Utility Mixers that can be used for
awide range of applications: for example, usinc Wheatstone's AdI
Automation Control Interface, your automation tystem can control
the mix for satellite or local insertion switching
Front panel bar graph meters switchable to display source
input level or destination output level after gain trim
Front panel routing control — any system source to any
destination on that BLADE
Front panel headphone jack with source select and level
control — monitor any system source

Flexible GPI logic — 12 universal logic ports, programmable as
inputs or outputs, routable throughout the entire system
Built-in web server
so you can configure and control locally or remotely without having
to run dedicated software
SNMP messaging for alerts
Silence detection on each output that can trigger alarms or
make a routing change
Silent — no fans — can safely be located in astudio with live mica
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Optimism Infuses Grassroots Conference
As LPFM Filing Window Approaches, Community Radio Convenes in Midwest
--t

GRASSROOTS

CONFERENCE
Register at:
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Manager Cathy Melio, grassroots radio
stations are often characterized by a
"volunteer- powered, consensus-oriented, community- involved model" and
generally feature an eclectic range of
programs.
Itraveled to Champaign-Urbana by
train from Chicago and made my way
to the conference site. Housed in ahistoric post office in Urbana, the UrbanaChampaign Independent Media Center
is alarge, all-purpose space containing a
tiny studio for community radio station
WRFU(FM), along with public computers, production and art studios, alibrary
and meeting rooms.
Functioning post office boxes still
line the walls across from the radio station and the main room features grand
pieces of three-dimensional artwork
overlooking the cavernous space.
I arrived just in time to catch a
screening of the film "Corporate FM"
followed by aquestion-and-answer session with director Kevin McKinney.
When I'd spoken with McKinney via
email in April, I'd asked him if he was
a radio activist; he demurred, saying
that he associated that term with hippies
"who only [care] about LPFM."

211111=11111111MMIL'-

A sign on the front steps of the Urbana- Champaign Independent Media Center
welcomes community radio enthusiasts from across the U.S.

WE TRANSFORM YOUR RADIO STATION
INTO AN INTERNET TV STATION!
lie III,IF
'

IFIRSTPERSON
Norman Stockwell makes himself
heard at a ' Get on the Air Clinic'
at the GRC Conference.

.v

Stream to Multiple Formats:

PC • Mace iPhone / iPad I
Android • Roku • GoogleTV

•

BY JENNIFER WAITS

ireeriew

RADICTV
Record & Stream • 1xPTZ Cameras + Widecam • 10' Touch Screen Interface
RUSHWORKS.tv
AUTOMATION 8, PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

www.RUSHWORKS.tv

888.894.7874

Some 150 community radio practitioners and supporters convened at the
Urbana-Champaign Independent Media
Center in Illinois in late July for the
annual Grassroots Radio Conference.
Formed 16 years ago, the Grassroots
Radio Coalition is a loose-knit group
involved with and concerned about
community radio. The GRC held its
first conference in the summer of
1996, spearheaded by station leaders at
KGNU(AM/FM) in Boulder, Colo., and
WERU(FM) in Blue Hill, Maine.
According to a treatise written by
former KGNU Station Manager Marty
Durlin and former WERU General

Although McKinney acknowledged
that he likes the idea of low-power FM,
he explained that, "Any ' penny-whistle'
sized signal is too small to do what
commercial FM should be doing ...
Idon't see it unifying a large enough
population to shape and establish a
unique style of acity's music and culture." Since much of the Grassroots
Radio Conference agenda was focused
on LPFM, Iwas eager to see how the
film would be received.
"Corporate FM" focuses primarily on
commercial radio and the effects of consolidation, as well as what the director
sees as the role of private equity firms
in the reduction in the number of local
(continued on page 32)
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Broadband Internet is
everywhere. Which makes it
ideal for live remotes.
Unfortunately, the internet is
also notoriously erratic.
Even if you're lucky enough
to get agood connection,
it might deteriorate during
your show. So you dial back
the bitrate, sacrificing sound
quality to play it safe.
There is abetter way.

Meet the amazing new
Z/IP ONE codec.
Telos and Fraunhofer collaborated
to develop aunique coding
algorithm that adapts
to changing network conditions
on-the-fly.
If your connection quality
drops, the Z/IP ONE uses error
concealment, elastic buffers,
and bitra:e adjustments
to keep audio flowing at
maximum quality.

The Z/IP ONE now makes it
possible to use the internet
for great sounding remotes.
The convenience of the Internet.
The sound of Telos.

AUDIO INETWORKS

www.telos-systems.com
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ZEPHYR IP & ISDN CODECS

Telos is the trusted World Leader
in single- line hybrids and multi- line
phone systems.

With more than 20,000 in daily
use around the world, Zephyr is The Best
Way to Hear from Everywhere.

Hardware and software products
for processing, encoding and
streaming your audio content.

PC Software for archiving
and logging all of your
stations audio.
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GRASSROOTS
(continued from page 30)

owners. Community and college radio
aren't really mentioned. McKinney said
during the Q&A that he thinks that
community media works to provide the
"spark" that commercial stations can
then pick up and share with larger audiences, whether that spark is anew band
or an underreported news story.
In his film, McKinney argues that
commercial radio has the power to reach
amuch larger audience simultaneously,
but that consolidation, voice tracking
and the loss of local owners have led to
adecline in the impact of radio stations
within their communities. The audience was receptive, and several people
(including some LPFM supporters)
said they could relate to sad, first-hand
;11‘

accounts of fired commercial radio DJs
depicted in the movie.
LOW- POWER AHEAD
The following day, the main portion of the conference kicked off with
a range of session options — from
nuts-and-bolts panels about fundraising,
audio editing and open source tools to
broader youth media, policy and social
justice tracks.
Since it's been ayear and ahalf since
passage of the Local Community Radio
Act, the conference also was infused
with optimism and enthusiasm about
the approaching application window for
new LPFM radio stations.
Prometheus Radio Project, which
advocates for "participatory radio," has
been working to inform communities
about the LPFM filing window, which

H. R. 6533
AN ACT
,mplement the recommendations of the Frderai
\munications Commission report to the Gage
le elagicepower

FM service, and for other pg.L.T.x..-

tt astmiby the Senate and House of Reppertuient3s
Uni*d States of America in Congrus
This Act may be cited
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the

litai Community Radio Acr of 2,0!,',"
1111Wille House of Representsu ,e,
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huedthe Senate
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'be de President Llt the

Pete Tridish's coat contains language
from the Local Community Radio Act.
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Former WEFT DJ Paul Riismandel in the station record library.

A student DJ at WPGU(FM) makes use of current community radio
technology.
the group anticipates will be as soon as spring 2013.
In addition to providing information and tools on its website,
Prometheus has been hosting seminars around the country. As part of this
outreach, Prometheus brought acrew to Champaign-Urbana to demystify
the LPFM application process and to help provide aroad map for stations
hoping to get on the air.
The five-part "Get on the Air Clinic" outlined not only the steps that
organizations will need to take in order to apply for aLPFM license, but
also the basics of engineering and broadcast equipment as well as tips
about station operations. Related sessions delved into broadcast law and
WRFU Studio is one of the many facets of the Urbana- Champaign Independent Media Center.

(continued on page 34)

Lem
Red Carpet Ready.

The best digital recorder design is the one you already know.
In aworld full of digital recorders, we still love the handheld microphone's intuitive design and familiarity.
The iXm's ingenious, onboard LEA englie gives you perfect audio levels every time. Our dual power system
uses rechargeable lithium ion and AA batteries and lets you choose your primary power source. Removable
capsules give you cardioid, super-cardioid or omnidirectional pickup patterns.
Bring an iXm to the most demanding locations in the world and get ready to be amazed.

YE LLOWTEC
www.yellowtec.com
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GET SOCIAL:

Social media company SoCast has an

upgrade to its SoCast SRM platform, asocial monitoring module.

RIDING SHOTGUN: The iShotgun is the newest
member of the MicW i
Series of professional microphones. It is asuper cardioid shotgun for use with
smartphones and other devices including ¡ Phones,

introduced the Intraplex IP
Link 100 codec for low-cost,
studio- based contribution to
IP networks.

tablets and DSLR cameras.

This fall Harris also demonstrated a new electronic data

The iShotgun
design fits well with
the small dimensions

interchange solution to support IP-based distribution of

and low weight of
such devices. It is
easy to attach to the
phone or camera, and is suitable for mobile journalists and audio professionals.
According to the company website, the mic has
been tested with the iPhone 3, 4 and 4S; iPad 2and
3; ipod Touch; Mac book; Samsung Galaxy; Motorola
XT series; Canon 5D, 7D; Sony Alpha 6and 7series;
and Nikon D7000.
Mic W Audio is the recording microphone subsidiary of BSWA Technology Ltd. in Beijing. The company's iSeries received a Radio World " Cool Stuff"
Award at the 2012 NAB Show.
Info: www.mic-w.com

MAKE BELIEVE MUSIC:

Sony Creative Software
has released a royalty-free production music package
called the Production Music Collection. Though marketed for video production, the tunes are suitable for
any broadcast production duty.
The package has more than 1,600 tracks. Each track

radio broadcast content over
multipoint DAB transmission

SoCast SRM provides social media tools for radio
stations. Those tools include a player, personal dashboard, social community building and engaging
tools, marketing apps and analytics tools.
The new Social Monitoring module works with the
SoCast SRM platform to track community interaction,
songs played or " liked," messages about songs, Dis
or the station.
The analysis tool works in real time.
Info: www.socastsrm.com

FLEXIVA GOES LOW: Harris Broadcast
Communications expanded its Flexiva transmitter
models with 50, 150, 300 and 500 W offerings. It ear-

GRASSROOTS
(Continued from page 32)

Sony Sound Series: Production Music

has four cuts: a 10-second, 30-second, 60-second and
full length. Files are 24- bit, 44.1 kHz.
They are available in avariety of themes: ambient,
country, electronica, jazz, news, pop, rock urban and
world. A searchable database is included.
Individual tracks may be purchased online for $49.95.
Info: www.sonycreativesoftware.com

*IEEE
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L
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IEEE Broadcast
Technology
a
Society

IEEE Broadcast

lier introduced medium- and
high- power options that span
to from 1to 40 kW.
The company also recently

the relationship between LPFM and social justice
movements.
Danielle Chynoweth, amember of the Prometheus
outreach team and a board member at the UrbanaChampaign Independent Media Center, said that
Prometheus had been gathering information about
groups wanting to start stations and was " looking for a
face-to-face way to provide support and training." She
estimated that 35 to 40 conference attendees were from
groups that are hoping to apply for LPFM licenses.
Attendees at the "Get on the Air Clinic" sessions
came various states, and many expressed hope that
they would be able to create new LPFM radio stations.

networks. This development
enables low-cost, targeted
content delivery to many
transmitters across large geographic regions.
"An EDI module distributes content from the central
headend to multiple transmitters, each with areceiving EDI
module built into its Apex
M2X exciter," Harris stated.
"This creates the industry's
only integrated EDI interface
on the market for DAB transmitters, eliminating expensive
external components."
Info: www.broadcast.
harris.com

A 20 kW Harris
Flexiva system

WPGU is an intriguing place — student-run, but not
the typical freeform college radio station. The music
library is entirely digital and station managers schedule the playlist.
Unlike WPGU, which had no physical music
library. WEET's walls were lined with CDs. WEFT
had acozy, more casual feel to it with sticker-covered
shelves and funky artifacts. While touting the station,
WEFT Ws even pre-empted their regularly scheduled programming in order to allow for an impromptu
interview about the GRC conference.
Visiting stations in person gives much more of
a flavor for each station's unique personality. It's
another way to connect with and learn from other
people working in radio.
In keeping with that sentiment, a big aspect of the

Iwas struck by the range of people who were enthusiastic about LPFM — from aman who hoped to start up

Grassroots Radio Conference is building connections
across stations. During the sessions Iattended, each

aLPFM station in an Illinois library, to alarge group
from acommunity center in Minnesota, to aman who
operates an online-only Christian radio station.

member of the audience offered up an introduction so
that everyone had asense of who was in the room and
what they could add to the conversation.

In the first session. Chynoweth talked about radio

As Itrekked out of town at the end of the weekend,
Iwas reminded of the power of gatherings like GRC.

Technology Society

as a " means for us to make atransformation" and said

Presents the

that the United States is on the cusp of the " birthing"
of the " next generation of community radio."

Isensed a spirit of camaraderie, not only between
stations, but also between veterans and novices.
Although there were certainly discussions about the

WHEN IN TOWN ...

challenges of radio ( after outlining various pitfalls in
a legal session, broadcast attorney Michae: Couzens

2012 IEEE
BROADCAST
SYMPOSIUM
17 - 19 October 2012
The Westin Alexandria Hotel
Alexandria, Virginia USA
Complete information is available at:
http://bts.ieee.org/broadcastsymposium

During my long weekend in Champaign- Urbana, it
was also apriority for me to tour as many local radio
stations as Icould. Icarved out time to poke around
the on-site station WRFU ( which was largely unoccupied) and also drove to Champaign to see commercial
college radio station WPGU(FM) and community
radio station WEFT(FM).
Owned by Illini Media, a non-profit that also

joked, " Does meatpacking seem safer than radio?"). I
left this year's GRC feeling optimistic about radio's

owns the University of Illinois' student publications,

on the air at KFJC(FM) since 1998.

future.
Jennifer Waits earned a master's degree in popular culture and pens the blog Spinning Indie. She is
one of Radio Survivor's three co-founders, and has
been acollege radio DJ at four stations. She has been

What will tou do with all the extra rack space?
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Resource for Business, Programming and Sales

Leone Rides the Cosmic Airwaves
Iowa DJ Reflects on 32 Years With Titan's KGRS(FM)
BY KEN DEUTSCH
In 1981, Ronald Reagan was president, the Dow Jones Industrial Average
was just cracking 1,000 and Prince
('harles married a pretty girl named

ISMALL- MARKET
RADIO
Diana Spencer. It was also the year
Cosmo Leone was hired by Dave Steinle
at KGRS(FM) in Burlington, Iowa, as a
nighttime deejay.
Now, almost 32 years later, he's still
at "The New Mix 107.3," but in the ensuing years has moved up to the morning
show and added "program director" to
his business card.
"I only had two conditions when they
offered me the job," said Leone, 54. "I
asked to spend Christmas 1980 with my
family back east, and Iwanted to fly
home again for my fiancee's graduation.
By the way, that fiancee is now my wife
and we've been married 30 years."
Leone, named "Cosmo" after his grandfather (not Kramer from "Seinfeld"), grew
up in the golden era of top 40, listening to
WABC(AM) New York's high-powered
personalities like Dan Ingram and Chuck
Leonard, as well as young Big Apple
sportscaster Mary Albert. "He was agreat
play-by-play guy, and Ilove sports. I've

Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co.
Is CAPable

II0

Just awild and crazy guy: Leone poses with the staff of local hair and tanning salon
Shear del Sol, at their grand opening.
been able to call alot of games on the
air, including my daughter's high school
basketball games."
Leone was going to junior college at Nassau Community College

The CAP-DEC1, Gorman-Redlich is a standalone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your
existing emergency alerting equipment. This
cost-effective device allows broadcasters to
easily meet Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)
compliance requirements mandated by the FCC
without requiring the purchase of an additional
encoder/decoder system or other costly

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG CO.

CAP-DEC 1
CAP-to-EAS Converter unit

where he worked at the campus station, WHPC(FM). He also worked as
a "gopher" at WPLJ(FM), a big-time
rocker in NYC. He did not have the
experience to get on the air there, so

equipment. TheCAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant
and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust
the experts with over 35+ years experience in
the emergency alerting industry to help you
meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website
or contact us today for more information about
the Gorman-Redlich CAP-DEC1. We continue to
support equipment we made 35 years ago.

lie,

amp
it

— Compatible with any existing [AS encoder/decoder made
by any manufacturer
— Powerful 1.6GHz dual core processor and 1GB of memory
— Built-in text-to- speech conversion functionality

$1350

— Five (5) USB ports for peripherals

— Automatic clock synchronization via NTP servers
— Software can be updated via LAN or USB
— Print alert reports to USB or network printer

— FAST Gigabit network capability with built in firewall for security

— Polling 3URL's currently with room for future expansion

— Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server

— FEMA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 compliance

— Nearly limitless storage capacity for logs and audio messages
Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.
www.gorman-redlich.com

Built-in email server to send log information
257 W. Union Street. Athens, OH 45701
Phone: 740-593-3150
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he started sending out tapes and Titan
Broadcast Management called him and
said they needed someone energetic. His
original dream was to be asportscaster,
and he called himself a "radio geek who
went to bed with the transistor radio."
LISTEN TO YOUR CITY
While some on-air personalities covet
jobs in ever-larger markets, there was
something about small-market radio that
appealed to Leone. For him, it's all
about "thinking local."
"I have aconnection to the community and that's the thrill of the job for me,"
he said. "Chuck Leonard once said that
if you're doing it right and you're not
there on aparticular day, you've screwed
someone's day up. That means that people depend on you and they almost make
you feel guilty if you have to miss work.
Ido have alife outside of the radio, but
this job is very important to me."
And Leone is nothing if not ubiquitous in his adopted hometown. He's
on the air four hours every weekday.
He's at every large public gathering,
including Burlington's Steamboat Days,
amusic festival from which the station
broadcasts every year.
"Whatever is going on, we're there,"
he said. "You have to be seen and heard."
One of Leone's important community contacts is Tim Manderscheid, branch
manager for Fleck Sales, abeer distributor in the area.
"Cosmo is alot of fun to be around,
full of energy," he said. "This will be
the sixth year we'll be partnering with
the station for the Toys for Tots drive.
Cosmo, the local sheriff and I stay
overnight in atrailer at amall and Cos
broadcasts until the next day when the
trailer is usually filled up with donated
toys. And hey, that's really fun being
outside when it's about 20 below zero."
Manderscheid noted that during the
event two years ago, Leone wanted to
collect bicycles to hand out to needy
kids. He put his appeal out over the
air and the trio managed to collect 176
bikes. Manderscheid is also involved in
another local charity event with KGRS
that benefits Crime Stoppers.
Leone has asmall but efficient team,
about seven people in all, who handle
everything for KGRS and its sister station at Titan Broadcasting, KBKB(FM),
"The Bull."
Past station owners include Harris
Corp., LWM Inc., Jacor, Clear Channel
and John Weir (to name a few). But
L.J. Pritchard bought these stations four
years ago, and Leone says he loves having a local owner now. "It's nice to go
down the hall and get an answer, rather
than going through numerous emails."
(continued on page 38)

OP-XAUTOMATION
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

"OP-Xis very functional and easy to use.
Log merge on our old system look minutes
and OP-Xit takes seconds. -John O'Dea, Ups Mgr
WNNK-FM. Harrisburg. PA

See Us at the
Radio Show
Booth # 217
.CILYCCW
Bet..

•Modular Operation in Op-X allows for a
tiered system at atract on of the cost of
its competitors.
• Each studio client is capable of accessing
all Audio Server modules on the network.
•Remote voice-tracking allows for creation
of content for remote studios also running
Op-X.

vim%

•The revolutionary design of Op- X's
clock builder turns the previous task
of scheduling satellite programming
into a few simple clicks.
•Share serial devices from any machine
using the Op- X Serial Server.
•Importing logs now gets its own module
that takes confusion out of the process.
• Engineers will enjoy Op- X because
it's easy to install, maintain, and has.
automatic backup features.

iPad app Features

• Live show real-time control from almost anywhere
• A powerful tool for remotes or voice tracking
• Take ashow on the road
• Start, stop, copy and paste functions from the log
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LEONE
(continued from page 36)
While some weekend and evening
shows are voice-tracked, most broadcast hours are live. But ask anyone who
works long hours with a small staff
about balancing job and family.
"There was atime when Iwas doing
too much, back when Ifirst took over
as program director," said Leone. "But I
found out that if you don't delegate and
be agreat time manager, you won't have
much of alife."
One member of the staff has known
Cos longer than anyone else. Tim
Brown met Leone in 1990; Brown pulls
the long noon to 6p.m. shift on the air.
"You wouldn't know it by looking
at his messy desk," said Brown, "but
he is very organized when it comes to
planning station promotions, programming the station and planning bits and
features for his morning show. I've
learned alot."
And Brown thinks he has discovered
the reason for Cosmo's popularity.
"Beneath that tough exterior, he's
a very sentimental guy. He's a softy.
Actually, his listeners probably already
know that as he shares just about everything in his life on the show. That's what
makes him relatable."

Leone with Tim Brown at Steamboat Days, amusic festival held in Burlington
every June.

September 12,2012

"When I was growing up there
were no home video games, no CDs or
DVDs," he said. "You had to go to a
theater to see a movie. Now there are
way too many choices out there now,
so if you're not really local and tied
into stuff, it's not making an impact on
someone's life. They will find something else to entertain themselves."
Even after over three decades at the
same station, Cosmo "Cos" Leone is
still having fun.
"There is nothing like being on amic
live at aradio station," he said. "It's like
being the Wizard of Oz. We're the guys
behind the curtain."
Ken Deutsch is a former deejay
who says he almost used the air name
Beethoven Smith until minutes before
his first show, when his program director told him it was astupid idea.

EYE ON THE OTHER GUY
Even asmall market like Burlington,
listeners have many choices.
"Our main competition is agroup of
six stations, but we have aheritage of 36
years and we're totally tied into the community," said Leone. "The idea is that we
go in and sell who we are and if we take
care of our own ship and don't worry
about the other guy, we'll succeed."
And what about other forms of competition?
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Celebration in honor of Leone's 30 years of broadcasting with Mix 107.3 KGRS.
Back: Drew Kirby, Tim Brown, Mark Hempen. Front: Nikki Poetting, Cosmo Leone,
Landon Vance and U Pritchard

la Storage and links l'or engineering logs. Inea.ulevIcot ,.
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Cosmo with Mark Hempen, on- air talent and sates manager, doing alive remote
broadcast from Farm King on Black Friday. Farm King is an area chain farm store
with ahuge toy department.
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MEET THE NEW AXIA xNODES!
IP-AUDIO JUST GOT AN UPGRADE.
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Everybody knows that Axia introduced broadcasters to IP-Audio in 2003. 3,000 studios and
30,000 connected devices later, the competitors who said " it'll never work" are now eating
their words. How do you follow up that sort of success? If you're us, you open up a case of
Monster and go back to work. So we did.

The result: Axia xNodes, smart new AolP interfaces that transform your audio devices into an
intelligent network. Use them to turn analog, digital or mic-level signals into routable IP-Audio, with
associated GPIO logic. They're so advanced, they won two major awards at their NAB debut.

WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH THEM?
HERE ARE A FEW IDEAS.

BUILD A ROUTING SWITCHER. One stand-alone xNode is an 8x8 ( 4x4 stereo) routing switcher.

ADD MICS TO THE MIX. xNodes make awesome multiple Mic preamps. They have ultra- low- noise,

Connect 8 xNodes to a switch and make a 64x64 routing switcher. Need more I/O? Connect more

ultra- high- headroom, studio- grade preamps with selectable Phantom power. Put your Mics in,

xNodes. Like all Ethernet- based networks, Axia systems are naturally scalable, up to 10,000 stereo

bring your analog line level out. And that IP-Audio network jack? Ready to be used whenever you

signals ( plus logic).

upgrade to afull IP-Audio network.

SU OVER IP. Today's cluttered RF spectrum makes IP a great alternative. Put an xNode at either

MAKE AN A/D/A. Take one analog and one AES/EBU xNode and rack- mount them side by side.

end of a fiber run, 0C-3 circuit or a pair of inexpensive Ethernet radios to send eight channels of

Voila! Eight precision A/O converters and eight precision D/A converters, in just IRU. Studio- grade,

uncompressed audio to your TX - and get eight channels of audio backhaul too.

48 kHz, 24- bit Delta- Sigma A/O and D/A convertors, with 256x oversampling, make difference you
can hear.

SAY SO LONG TO SOUND CARDS. PCI, PC1e, USB3, FireWire... who needs ' em? Load the Axia

SLIM DOWN YOUR SNAKE..,nnect two analog or AES xNodes with asingle Ethernet cable for an

IP-Audio Driver onto your PC workstation and connect it to an xNode to get eight professional,

instant bx8 bi-directional snake and bid the multi- pair bundle goodbye. Add afew more xNodes

balanced outputs and eight inputs. Use an industry- standard DB-25 breakout cable for pro XLR

on each end for a I6x16, 32x32 or 64x64 snake. Use off- the- shelf media converters for long- haul

connections. You'll get studio- quality audio and save some green, too.

fiber connections.

R145 OR DB-25? xNodes give you I/O both ways.
so you

an choose whichever industry- standard

breakout cable you prefer.
XNODES ARE SMALL Mount them on your wall, under the
counter — mount ' em on the ceiling if you like. Optional
rack- and wall- mount kits provide plenty of options.

CONFIDENCE METERS on every xNode mean you'll
never have to wonder where the audio's at. Audio

re
DUAL ETHERNET PORTS for redundant network links. The

FAST, ONE- BUTTON SETUP. Hit the switch and plug ' em in

overnight lock kicks out aconnection? No problem; the other

— your xNodes will be su earning audio in under 30 seconds.

one takes over so your programming never skips abeat.

presence and levels are both displayed at aglance.
xNODES HAVE AUTORANGING INTERNAL POWER SUPPLIES, but
can use PoE ( Power over Ethernet) too. Perfect foi those out-of-

INFORMATION OVERLOAD? Not here. Sharp, high-

the-way places where apower cable is inconvenient. Hook ' em both

rez OLED displays put all the information you need

up for redundant, auto- switching backup power.

right on the front panel, without the need for a
distracting multi-colored lightshow.

VERY VERSATILE. 5different )( Nodes handle nearly any signal type.
AES/EBU, Analog, Microphone and GPIO xNodes are perfect when
MODES WORK WITH BOTH LIVEWIRE AND RAVENNA

you've got a lot of one audio type to work with. But what if you

AolP netwo, . ...,; • .;; • . ;..,. :;. ole with IP-Audio

need alittle of everything? This is the Mixed Signal xNode. Think of

gear from over 40 major broadcast companies.

egg 4

it as your utility MVP, with aswitchable Mit/line input, 2dedicated
analog ins, 3analog outs, adigital AES/EBU input and output, and

RAVENNA

2GPIO logic ports.

NO NOISY FANS HERE. Front- mounted heat sink keeps
)(Nodes calm, cool and collected using air-conditioned
studio air ( instead of that hot air in the back of the rack).

MONO OR STEREO ROUTING. Choose from 8- in, 8- out
mono operation or 4- in, 4-out stereo. Both signals intermix
seamlessly on your Axia network.

TWO xNODES MOUNT SIDE-BY-SIDE, so you can create your own
custom mix of1/0 typeswitiriri aslnyle rack space. Pair up an AES/EBU
xNode with amicrophone xNode, or match aGPIO xNode with an
analog unit. Or combine acouple of Mixed Signal xNodes for the

NOT AT THE OFFICE? No problem; built-in webserver lets you

ultimate mix of mit, analog, AES3, Analog and logic I/O.

manage an xNode from anywhere. Or, use Axia iProbe software
to manage your entire facility - back-up and restore settings,
automatically update software and mo -e.

AxiaAudio.com/xNodes

Ama Audio, amember of The Telos

isTLS Corp. 2012.
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Make- Believe Marketing vs. The Real Deal
Advertising Measures Should Show Actual Results If You Want Them to Work
A highly intelligent, successful general manager recently informed me that
radio stations don't need to advertise
their own product. Having heard this
line with increasing frequency in the
last five years, Iwas prepared with my
standard retort: "If advertising aproduct
doesn't deliver aresult, how does your
radio station manage to sell so much
airtime?"
I usually receive a predictably
incredulous stare followed by this kind
of response: "That's different. Retail
advertisers are actually selling products and services. We are selling entertainment and information. People are
always searching for entertainment
choices, so we get sampling just by
being on the air. Besides, we're very
active on Twitter and Facebook and we
do aton of events. Just last week, we did
ahuge blood drive, two bar appearances
and aconcert. Lots of people come into
contact with us that way."
Behind every good lie, there is a
veneer of truth regarding every level of
this logic. Radio stations — especially
those with great signals — do get sampling. However, that kind of sampling is
short-lived, erratic and often based on
the need to simply find an alternative
to something the listener doesn't enjoy,
like acommercial break that's too long,
asong he or she doesn't like or aboring
talk segment.
If you're in the game long enough,
you come to learn that a station can
undoubtedly grow an audience through

p.

great programming and regular sampling. The question is more about how
long you have to be around to get
enough sampling to grow. ( It doesn't
hurt if your station has aunique, memorable format.)
Regarding social media as amarketing tool, yes, it can drive tune-in — the
bigger the quantity of fans, the more
likely you will drive action.
However, those who focus on social
media to drive tune-in without pushing
out any real content run the risk of lessening their own effectiveness when they
bombard fans with tune-in messages.
Also, while the reach of Facebook
and viral nature of Twitter will go
out to an audience significantly larger
than those who subscribe to your social
media outlets, it is typically atiny number of people compared to the size of the
city in which you broadcast.
How about so-called event marketing? Does it help? I've long felt that
pressing the flesh is vital to building
brand loyalty. Over the years, your
on-air personalities can meet a lot of
people. However, this, too, is highly
unlikely to drive aperceptual change in
ratings, because it happens so gradually.
I've got to add that event marketing is
not real marketing either.
SO WHAT IS REAL MARKETING?
Real marketing reaches massive
numbers of atarget audience with high
frequency, with the goal of driving tunein and ratings.

PROMO

POWER
Mark Lapidus

Are you
for real?
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Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate NoiseTM
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Absorbers, Diffusers, Barriers and Vibration Control Materials
Web Site

www.acousticsfirst.com
Toll Free: 1-888-765-2900

First: Whether it's broadcast or local
cable insertion, the visual/aural impact
of a great TV spot will drive action.
Television will work if you think of it
the same way as your radio advertiser
thinks of using you ... there must be
enough reach of the target audience with
high frequency.
Second: Dive into the great outdoors: billboards, transit, stadiums and
portable trucks. Again, you've got to
effectively cover the territory, or run the
risk of wasting your money.
Third: Be sure to do your homework.
Hire an agency that can show you the
actual results they've produced for other
advertisers in this medium.
Radio stations need real marketing
because of the number of entertain-

ment options and distractions in the
21st century. You don't just compete
with other broadcasters. You are now
vying for attention with Internet stations, websites, social media, mobile
phone conversations, texting and
streaming video.
For those of you thinking about
launching new formats without marketing budgets, please consider how
much time you have in your hourglass.
Companies eventually demand ratings
results, and if you don't budget enough
money for marketing your new product,
you may pay the price with the end
result being your company saving your
salary.
Mark can be reached at marklapiduse
verizon.net.

1664: Just what it looks like.
Two tin cups and astring. But it
transmitted sound!

1936: The advent of the dial
desk phone. No more asking
the operator to connect you.

1900: Phones become fixtures
in more well-to-do and
steam- punk homes.

1876: Alexcmder Graham
Bell's commercially
viable telephone.

1963: Push buttons usher
in the thoroughly modem
world. Touch tones enter
pop culn.re.

1983: The mobile
phone is areality. Plots
in all TV shows get a
boost!

1920: Every home is working
toward having atelephone!

2004: I
P Telephones
begin to become the
staple of modem
business.

2007: Smartphones are
complete communications
centers. AND they can
sound great!

STAC

Vol P • POTS • HD VOICE • CALL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

AS PHONES GET 'SMARTER,' YOUR ON-AIR CALLERS
SHOULD SOUND ' BETTER/ RIGHT? NOW THEY CAN...
STAC-VIP leverages Vol P ( Voice over I
P) technology to deliver a new way to manage all your phone calls
for talk shows, interviews and contests. It breaks new ground by handling calls from HD Voice- capable telephones as well Smartphone apps. Give your listeners the best sounding shows on the air. Get STAC-VI P.

STAC VIP is Plugged Into Skype"

comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: •

0 1411\a/111F111EY
%%/IVIORIMAIL
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WMZQ GOES TO THE DOGS

Intern Chavone Richardson takes
charge of the promo table. In
between giving away goodies,
she encourages everyone to enter
the ticket raffle and handles the
photo ops.

Radio personality Michael 1, second from the left, of Clear Channel

Michael 1gets some puppy love from one
of the puppies available for adoption from

station WMZQ(FM) in Rockville, Md., spends asunny afternoon at an
Annandale, Va., pet store promoting the 2012 WMZQ Fest and sup-

Lost Dog and Cat Rescue Foundation.

porting pet adoption.
Send us your radio promo photos to
radioworld@nbmedia.corn.
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FREE
NOW THAT WE HAVE YOUR ATTENTION.

READY FOR ANEW CONSOLE?
MEET THE NEW AXIA RADIUS. Now WITH DIAL TONE.
A LIMITED- TIME OFFER YOU'LL WANT TO " RING IN" ON (PARDON THE PUN).
PURCHASE ANEW AXIA RADIUS AolP CONSOLE ( LIST $ 2995) WITH Q0R.16 INTEGRATED CONSOLE ENGINE ( LIST $ 2995),
AND WE'LL INCLUDE ANEW TELOS HX1 ANALOG PO TS HYBRID. THAT'S $ 795 IN HIGH-TECH PHONE GEAR, FREE.
It's a great deal any way you look at it. You'll get the benefits of ahigh-performanz.e Radius console, with eight faders, four stereo
mixing buses, separate control room and studio monitor controls, built-in multi- segment LED metering, side- loading dirt- resistant
faders, OLED channel displays, automatic mix- minus and more.
You also get Telos' most advanced, best- ever POTS hybrid, the Hx1. It's crammed with cutting- edge tech to make callers on even the
diciest POTS connections sound great: Telos' famous Dynamic Digital EQ, pitch- shifting and studio- adaptation routines that let talent
take calls over open speakers while minimizing feedback, caller- audio sweetening by the processing gurus at Omnia, front- panel
send/receive meters and lots more.

IWANT IT !How DO IGET IT?'
%' Buy a new Radius and Q0R.16 console engine from Broadcasters General Store.
.
1 Make your purchase before September 28, 2012.
%' Your Radius console arrives. Along with it comes aTelos Hx1 ( with analog I/O).
" Hook up your sources with CAT- 5cable and start making great radio!

Broadcasters General Store
352-622-7700 • www.bgs.cc
Fannily owned and operated since 1979
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Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording

Telos Hx2 Brings Callers Close
Syndicated Program Finds Hybrid Solves aProblem
Most Call Shows Don't Know They Have

IFROM THE
FIELD
BY CHRISTOPHER SPRINGMANN

"Our old telephone hybrid just works
fine, so what's the problem?"
No problem, just replace it, because
your callers, reporters and engineers,
plus the unrelenting world of technology, demand that you do. Today's
telephone device-of-choice is very unPOTS and often powered by Apple or
Google, not AT&T.
Laura Mir, Radio World contributor
and broadcast engineer, persuaded me
to acquire aTelos Hx digital telephone
hybrid interface with her review of the
Hx I (Radio World, March 8, 2011) gushing that: "users will appreciate abright,
intelligible audio quality ... compared
to existing digital hybrids, this enhance-

ment was immediately noticeable ...
caller(s) also reported better-than-average return program audio clarity."
Sold!
But wait, there's more. My "Life,
Love & Health" team now considers

September 12. 2012

Secondly, there was the ease of operation of the Hx units which allowed
them to be deployed into the field, at
reporters' desks and at remote bureaus
without the need of having an engineer
nearby or extensive training. That fed
another element — an attractive price
point for single and multiple purchases.
As you know, "price point" is afamiliar
phrase in radio.
Finally, though it wasn't applicable
in our situation — compatibility with
existing Telos hybrid wiring and control

rump

PREVENT BROADCAST DOWNTIME WITH

STABILINE°
POWER QUALITY SOLUTIONS

SURGE PROTECTIVE
DEVICES

the larger Telos Hx2 dual-hybrid perfect
for our small "talk show." Unlike our
old single-line Telos One, the Hx2 features an LED "status symbol" display
for incoming calls, which makes life
much easier for asingle operator. Quite
honestly, we generally do call-outs for
interviews, but the call-in option is
invaluable. Conferencing two callers
together on the Hx2, often with aguest

RADIOWORLD

UNINTERRUPTIBLE
POWER SUPPLIES

Pli Series / Branch Panel Protection

SEG Series / Exciter & Signal Generator

•Parallel Connected

•
True Regenerative On- Line Technology

•25 to 100kA Surge Current Capacity

•Single Phase, 120 & 230 VAC Models

•Single & Three Phase Models

•1to 6kVA Capacities

•All Mode Protection

•19- Inch, 2U Rack Mount Models

•UL 1449 3'dEdition

•Optional Extended Battery Modules

•LED Visual Protection Status

•Input Power Factor Correction

Fa Superior Electric
Scan the code to the left to request
more information about us, and
find us on Facebook and Twitter.

in studio and/or from a remote NPR
studio via ISDN, has given us a "bigger sound." We've added live talk show
excitement as we bounce around the
country, as in, "Now joining us from
her home in Atlanta, Dr. Susan Glutz, a
plastic surgeon; and from Houston, her
patient, Carole ..."
Our tabletop installation features a
Mackie Onyx 1220i FireWire mixer that
slides nicely under an open On-Stage
Stands tabletop rack stand, leaving
the faders exposed, while effectively
managing cables, too, a bonus. A Pro
Tools workstation records the tracks
via FireWire, although we always run
abackup into an Edirol R-44 four-track
SD card recorder, just in case.
But Iwondered, how do other Telos
Hx users gain value from their units?
Was our experience and use typical?
And was there something we could learn
from them?
So Ispoke to several broadcast engineers, "ops" professionals and independent producers about their acquisition
of the Telos Hxl and 2digital telephone
hybrid interfaces. Their reasons are as
varied as their markets and broadcast/
netcast mediums; however, there were
several recurring themes on why they
made the decisions that they did.
Most noted that there was a big
quality improvement in cellphone call
processing plus excellent handling of
POTS calls.

connections, i.e. Axia Livewire.
Interestingly, most users took for
granted the Hx's gate and limiter feature, AGC and dynamic EQ processor,
and ducking feature, preferring to stay
with factory settings. Rack it, cable it
and get to work.
Telos is currently shipping about
100 Hxl and Hx2 hybrids every month,
more than 3,000 units in two years,
according Kirk Harnack, vice president
of Telos Products, who supplied me
with the names of the Hx 1 and Hx2
users Iinterviewed.
LAZY PHONERS
Stephen Colón knows all about " lazy
phoners" — reporters who tie up valuable production staff time with requests
to initiate telephone interview calls,
record both sides of the conversation,
then download the file to the server for
access.
That frustrating, recurring problem
became a win-win opportunity for the
technical director of American Public
Media's "Marketplace," as he persuaded
management to purchase 15 Telos Hx 1
digital hybrids.
"We needed to make achange in the
way we managed our reporters around
our facilities and around the world and,
with an increase of reporters, we needed
to find areliable system that will work
really well for everyone," said Colón.
(continued on page 46)
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(continued from page 44)

That meant replacing aging Telos One
units and amash-up of consumer-grade
hybrids with the Telos Hxl.
Colon's buying decision was also
driven by the fact that Hx 1 hybrids
were designed to handle cellphone calls,
POTS lines, plus VoIP. That was good
news considering that mobile devices
have essentially replaced landlines for
on-the-go reporters and callers, too.
Reporters now record interviews on
their laptops, edit with Adobe Audition
and send the results to the " Marketplace"
content management server.
The bottom line for Colón? "The
reporters are happy, more autonomous
and responsive with their own Hxl unit
plugged into alaptop at their work desk
or home," said Colon. "The learning
curve was minimal, which meant fewer
tech calls for me. And the Hx Iis simple,
with three buttons: answer acall or connect after dialing; caller on hold; and
drop. It's simple and quick. Much better
than the Telos One."
Gibson Prichard of NewsChannel5

The Hx2 call
quality is noticeably
improved ... particularly
when the call originates
on amobile phone, as is
often the case.
—Gibson Prichard
-ariallIIIIIMIIIIMM1111111111111111
WTVF(TV) in Nashville, saw the Telos
Hx2, the dual-hybrid version, as asolution to an increasingly common challenge. Prichard, WTVF's chief engineer
and chief technology officer, said that
"We use the Flx2 for reporter phoners, in cases where we can't get a
microwave or satellite live shot for
interviews."
And when might that be? " In case
of severe weather or anatural disaster,
we need to hook up with emergency
management personnel in the field, and
need all the options we can get. The
Hx2 is tied to the station's PBX, which
will transfer the two-lines to appropriate staff or talent," he added.
The Telos Hx2 replaced a Gentner
single- line digital hybrid which has
since been drafted into service for a
voice-over booth, servicing reporter's
interview phoners.
"The Hx2 call quality is noticeably
improved over the Gentner," observed

Christopher Springmann drives his rig. The Telos Hx2 is in the rack above the mixer.
Prichard, "particularly when the call
originates on amobile phone, as is often
the case. Also, the AES output option
fit nicely with our Harrison TVDSL9632 multichannel TV audio console.
The Hx2 is mounted in a rack just an
arm's length of the audio operator."
Handling cellphone and POTS
calls well, especially in emergency
situations, was also a priority for Jeff
Batten's acquisition of the dual-hybrid
Hx2. Jeff is senior engineer for Clear
Channel in Nashville, where he oversees five stations plus the Tennessee
Radio Network. Now in his 40th season
("or about 107 ' dog years,' same as
'radio years! — he joked). Jeff always
has an old school POTS phone handy,
"so just in case the cell tower falls
down, Ican get adial tone."
Batten
acquired
an
Hx2
for
Nashville's WLAC(AM) to replace a
Telos 100 Delta hybrid, primarly for the
Hx's superior handling of mobile calls.
And much like WTVF's Jeff Prichard,
Batten is concerned about having multiple communication pathways in emergency situations. "The way we're set
up, if somebody had to go into the
control room to record one of our
weather guys, the [talent] could call in
on one of the [ Hx2] lines and the board
op could bring in the local fire chief on
the second line." Batten is anticipating

short-staffing problems, too. "Like, say
we've got floods and there's only one
guy in the building right now — he
could actually host the show in the control room with the Hx2."
POCKET HX?
Steve Johnston, director of engineering and operations at Wisconsin Public
Radio, racked his new Hx2 at a WPR
bureau to provide two guest lines for
talk shows, replacing aTelos One+One,
while the listener-callers are handled by
the larger multiline Telos One-x-Six.
"I don't consider it [the Hx2.] enough
for atalkshow but we use it to support
the other unit," said Johnston, as he sat
at the WPR console equipped with an
Audioarts R-55e with three Superphone
modules. A fixed mixer under the cabinetry handles the cross-connected mixminuses for the caller output from the
Telos One-x-Six and the two guest
outputs from the Telos Hx2.
Colón of "Marketplace," who probably oversees more Telos Hx hybrid
units than any engineer in America, has
ashort wish list for the unit: abackpack
or briefcase-sized version for location
work, typically at home, a hotel or
airport.
Iran that request by Telos' Harnack
who, not surprisingly, would love to
add such a unit to the line. According

to Harnack, the challenges are daunting
"... as there's no universal standard for
digital phone systems typically found
in hotel rooms. Designing ahybrid connection to work with all or most of them
would be like designing atransmission
that works in any car on the road," he
added.
But Telos is working toward more
solutions for IP-connected codecs,
which Hamad( describes as the future
for remote interviews, sports and other
on-location reporting. "Such IP codecs
can be wired to the Internet or wireless via Wi-Fi or 3G/4G data modems.
There are applications coming out for
smartphones that allow a reasonably
high-quality audio connection via IP
codecs back to astudio, for example,"
Harnack offered.
I'm sure Stephen Colón will stay
tuned.
Christopher Springmann is the producer of the syndicate " Life, Love &
Health" health talk show.
Any tips or techniques you've
learned and would like to share
with the RW community?
We'd like to include you in RW's
Letters-to-the-Editor and afuture
article. Email us at radioworlde
nbmedia.com.
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Air- 1USB Is aSmall-Format Performer

AUDIOARTS AIR-1USB

Audioarts Gets It Right With Second Bus in Small Mixer

USB Broadcast Mixer

IPRODUCT
EVALUATION

Thumbs Up
+Digital logic and durable buttons
for channel on/off control
+Two separate audio busses
+Versatile switching matrix for
input levels and cueing

BY ALAN R. PETERSON
Sometime during my career, Isuspect
that the engineer running the universe
ordained me as the Oracle of Very Small
Mixers.
From the LPB Blue 5A more than
a decade ago through products made
by Arrakis, Harris, Mackie and perhaps
more — if a mixer was tiny and had
a valid use in radio broadcasting and
production, it would eventually make its
way to me.
Being an enthusiast of low-power and
community radio, as well as finding the
least expensive way to pull something
off, Isuppose it's atitle Ican live with.
Which
is
how the
Audioarts
Engineering Air-1USB radio console got
my attention. A small, solidly-built radio
mixer with astraightforward layout and
USB audio I/O, the Air-lUSB combines
features desirable in alarger mixer with
the engineering legacy behind Audioarts
and Wheatstone — in an extremely compact chassis.
If you manage a multistation digital
radio facility, a houseful of Air-1USB
mixers probably isn't on your radar. But
as Ihave said before in prior articles, if
you are running an LPFM, aWeb radio
station, school station or aPart I
5er, or
a small commercial operation needing

Thumbs Down
-Ganged headphone/monitor
select
-Rearmount headphone jack
Price: $ 1,885
=

=5

= = e6

=

=5

=

=

=5

For information, contact Jay Tyler
at Audioarts Engineering in North
Carolina at (252) 638-7000 or visit
audioartsengineering.com.

RIR. 1.

to replace astruggling console that you
hung on to for far too long, read on.

WOW,

THAT'S SMALL ...
The Air-1 USB shares acommon trait
with all the other mixers Ihave reviewed:
It's danged small, at just alittle over 15
inches wide and under afoot deep.
But the Audioarts engineers didn't
take anything away from the design
when they shrank it in the wash. The Air1USB has two mic inputs, six line inputs
and one USB Type B socket, speaker
muting, selectable levels on inputs —
really all of the things you see in competitors' consoles; except this mixer has
two audio busses, aPGM 1and PGM 2

AM Ground Systems Co.
www.amproundsystems,com

•

That means aseparate bus for switching mics and telephones to record off-air
callers. Console splits are possible for
combo operation; feed the transmitter off
PGM 1and aseparate streaming channel
on PGM 2. The second bus can also feed
an outboard effects box for oldies-style
mic reverb, for instance.
The AIR 1USB design also addressed
an issue common to many of the other
boards I've reviewed: mechanical
switches that did not feel as if they would
last more than a few months. The AirI
USB instead uses fairly robust momentary contact pushbuttons for channel on/

Complete Ground System
Construction, Evaluation
and Repair Services.

PHYSICAL
AM SITE SE RVI CE

•

Fast. Efficient Full Site
Construction Services.

CONSTRUCTI
ON
VALUATION

line ("Audition" to you old-timers), just
like the big boys have.

•

Firm quotes

REPAIR
SAMPLE.FEEO 8 CONraoLLI
NE LOCAT
I
ON
¡VG PREPARt1 71^A.,

Has

SERVING THE TECHNICAL AND CONSTRUCTION NEEDS OF AM BROADCASTERS FOR OVER 25 YEARS
AMGROLIV DSYS TE MS. COM

888-476-8630
888-GROUND0

your AM site been

vandalized or damaged by
unauthorized construction?
Has your coverage or site
stability declined over time?

Contact us today for
a no obligation quote
on any of our
services.

channel off functions.
The switches don't carry audio on
their own, but instead rock a 74LS74
flip-flop chip that gates a 4053 analog
multiplexer IC, where the actual audio is
handled. Again, like the big consoles do.
Audio connections are to the back
panel via balanced 1/4-inch TRS jacks
(see sidebar), and levels are switchable
via board-mounted slide switches, accessible on the underside of the mixer. Note
you cannot bolt down the mixer to the
tabletop, lest you need quick access to
the switches.
Some pretty good thought went into
configuring those switches, too; offering
cue-to-monitor (to put cue audio up on
the studio speakers), split mon and split
head for deciding where to place that
cue signal, amono sum switch for either
bus if you are feeding a monaural AM
station, and aUSB-out switch cluster to
pick whether PGM 1or 2 is feeding the
USB port.
Bring your own cue speaker. There is
not alot of room inside the Air-1 USB to
mount acapable speaker, but there is a
jack to plug one in. Also bring your own
relay for the tally lights. The Air-1USB
gives you aclosure socket, but nothing
that can handle 120 VAC. Wire that up
as an external circuit.
And even though the TRS jacks are
clearly marked, label your wires and
cables going in and out of the Air-1USB.
There is one socket marked "Spare" that,
for all Iknow, goes nowhere ( a future
feature perhaps?). Plugging into that will
make nothing happen.
DIGITAL ANGLE

9/11/2001
WE STILL REMEMBER

Reliable,
On -time Installation
Firm Quotes
Quality Workmanship

•

The USB port provides bidirectional
transfer of digital audio, which is handy
when interfacing the Air-1USB with
an audio computer without tying up an
(continued on page 50)
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TLM-1 TOWER LIGHT MONITOR
The TLM-1 Tower Light Monitor is a microprocessor
based system designed to monitor the status
AVOID

of FAA type A incandescent tower lights.

COSTLY FCC

TLM-1 features include:
•total mondonng of incandescent- type
tower lighting systems

FINES FOR
•Easy setup —
one button calo

LIGHTING
VIOLATIONS!

bration
.Indio dual alarm nulpdtq ' or plu-docell
•Easy to install — installs inside the
transmitter building, even if the lighting
control equipment is located at the
tower
Featuring the Highest Quality / Lowest Cost
•Insures total lighting compliance—

FCC Certified LPFNI TRANSMITTERS on the Planet!

alarms for single bulb failure Imarker
and beacon). beacon flash rate or
onioff ratio outside of FAA specifications and photocell failure
•Failsafe alarms — alarm outputs are
normally closed with no alarm con-

•General alarm output for any failure type
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Power failure causes alarm
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•Status outputs for lights orvoll and
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AUDIOARTS
(continued from page 48)

analog input. The console is seen as a
"sound card" under Windows and Linux
(I did not check it under the Mac OS, but
the manual tells you how).
One consideration would be to run
the station automation system in and
out of this port, but Iwould suggest this
feature is better served for recording or
production.
Many automation systems are multichannel affairs with the main playlist on
one fader, the cart wall on another, the
cue+audition line on yet another, and so
on. The Air-1USB puts the USB input on
fader channel 8only.
If you are running a simple uncomplicated playout system with only one
output channel, then plug into the USB
port. Otherwise, put each output from
the computer on adedicated fader for the
flexibility you need when going live.
By the way, you may notice USB audio
moving through at alower level than you
are used to, especially if your operators
tend to ignore levels. According to the
tech folks at Audioarts, the USB port is

hardwired to accept 0 VU as —20 dBFS
(SMPTE standard RP.0155).
For folks who believe in "using the
entire meter," this may seem irksome. I
consider it an opportunity to zero all the
levels in the house to asingle standard.
My test drive with the Air-1USB
included components that might be found
in atypical smaller studio: two dynamic
mics, an automation computer (Iused a
Rivendell with a single-output motherboard soundcard), phone interface, aCD
deck, a cord to connect an iPod and a
production computer.
Handling a mixer this small could
make one feel alittle like Gulliver in the
land of Lilliput, especially in the midst of
full performance. But it's possible.
The full-throw faders were comfortable to use, with areal radio feel, not like
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the gritty glide one finds in mixers made
for the MI industry.
Watch your input allocation. Plugging
something into Channel 8 disables the
USB input.
The mic preamps are transparent and
clean, based around SSM2017 chips,
which you find everywhere. Trimpots are
directly underneath the XLR sockets on
the rear and easily tweaked.
The bargraph LED meter. while not
large and commanding of attention the
way old-style meters were, is sufficient
for the studio operator. Ido wish they
came with alittle extra headroom, as one
might see on Mackie portable mixers or
the Logitek Pilot. But, there's only so
much room on deck.
More than anything, Iwelcomed that
second PGM 2 bus. That is what sets
the Air- IUSB apart from a lot of the
other small-format consoles on the market now. It was possible to handle and
record aphone call while the music kept
playing.
If I were to make one improvement here, it's that the monitor select
key affects both speakers and headsets
together. Iwould have preferred aseparate selector for the headphones so I
could listen to the caller in the cans, but
still have an on-air confidence feed in the
speakers at low volume.
And Iguess a front-mounted headphone jack would have been nice. With
all of the 1/4-inch plugs behind the mixer
feeling exactly the same, it's easy for an
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operator to erroneously pull the plug on
the cue speaker, or worse, the external
power supply.
To truly complete the Air-1 USB as a
little version of a big mixer, A/B input
selector switches might be a consideration. The user would have achoice of
sources that could feed one channel; i.e.,
switch between aCD deck and the newsbooth on the same fader.
But to do so would overcomplicate
the mixer with another set of buttons
and another layer of jacks, add expense,
and prevent Audioarts from selling you
a board that is probably a better choice
for your operation ( like the 12-channel
Air 3).
Besides, look around the studio. If
your requirements are satisfied by an
Air-1USB, it means there are not alot of
source components to begin with.
As I've said, not everyone is going
to need a small-format broadcast console. But those that do would do well
to consider the Audioarts Engineering
Air-1USB .
It comes in a little pricier than consoles you've seen me review before, but
the addition of the PGM 2 bus and the
more robust surface switches mean more
versatility and potentially longer uptime
in the studio.
Alan Peterson, CBT10EA, is assistant
chief engineer and production director for the Radio America Network in
Arlington, Va., and a longtime contributor to Radio World.
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CONSULTANTS

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source
Fr Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.
7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore MD 21220
Tan kave: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@bayrountry.com

ACOUSTICS

Aceutles Ftrst
4111 IIISE ell Till MIMS-

Free 888-M41100

CONSULTANTS

Niunber.

www.Acousticsrustcom
ANTENNAS
FCC: COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS
AM & FM Tower Signs

Tower Registration Signs
Standard & Custom Wording
Guy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags

,
r
ANTENNA

ID PRODUCTS
I antennalfflmsn.com
E-mail us for atree POE catalog
810-4584418
610-4565675
www.antannalD.com

AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI
LA 3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

FOR HIRE
New Manager Owner Needed: North MS Broadcasters
w/2 FM's wishes to retire in
36 to 48 months. Looking foi
a radio station manager/sales
manager with a good track
record to take the reins and
show me how good you are.
If all goes well, I'll consider a
financing package to the right
person. Call 662-808-0140 for a
confidential interview.

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hamline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•AMeNNCE Applications
•Allocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning
•Pre-Purchase Inspections • I
ntermodulation Studies
•ANSI and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements
•AM Directionà Array Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments
Fax (651)7847541

Email: infoPowleng.com

HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, onai
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,

Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,.
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:
CGoodrich@tconl.com

" Member AFCCE"

Doug Vernier

Telecnmnmolcation ConsulIants

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948
904t Shady Drove Court
Gaithersbuni MD NW
Mullaney
(
3011921 015
Engineering, hic.
Fat ippiStit-tn7
fiwiitw MCI
mullaney(mullenty.,on)

WANT TO SELL
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com

MICROPHONES/

WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how
you are using it. DIY-DJ, is
a inux based radio automation
system and now sports arecord
scheduler (DIY- DJ- RECORDER)
which allows you to schedule
the recording of a network or
any other program for replay
later as well as abasic logging
system. Beside these additions
the system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite
feeds, automated temperature
announce, do unattended remote
event and more. Call (406) 6790527 or email lows@digitaldevelopmentnet for acopy today.

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

•

WANT TO BUY
Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.

September 12, 2012

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing consoles, amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.

STOP
AM RADIO INTERFERENCE
with aplug-in modem/telephone RI" filter from:

KY Filter Company
3010 Grinnel Place
Davis, CA 95618
(530) 757-6873

www.ky-filters.com
Model AM- 1is for AM Broadcast Band radio interference.
Model RF1is for Short Wave, Ham Radio, CB etc.

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

VsSoftware
—

oft

for your PC

(8 00) 743-3684
www.y-soft.com

Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

BROADCAS/ Trciisicst COASL I
TANTS
FuE Scrvior From Allocation u,
Opt-rant in AM/FM/TV/AUX Ncrsiors.
FirklWork.Anicrut, and

11[ HI SINCE
ENGINEERING

MAXIMIZE
YOUR FM

Fag.ilnics Orsign

rears engineering
and consulting experience
Oyer 45

912-638-8028

352-332-3157

202-393-5133
WWW.

1967

k.com

kesslerandgehnlan.com

•Radio and television facility
coverage predictions, upgrade
studies, and facility design

Herb Kravitz
Broadcast Engineering
Contractors

•FCC application preparation
•Contact Clarence M. Beverage
or Laura M. Mtirahl

AM—FM
‘'ro fessional Technical Support

-- Communications
Technologies, Inc.

Comprehensive Fie-dService
phone 609-347-4821

Rodio frequernry/Buoadcast
Enpuering Consultor.

215-490-6432

Tel: (856) 985-0077
www.commter

hkradioeattœt

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast ildustry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
r•

567412 Camino Real, Suite K
Carlsbad. Calilonna 92008
(7601138-4420 lax, ( 760)138-4759
linkt.sun:orn coen web, www tun olr,

Schnader telescrptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
American
Made
SCA
Decoders, 417-881-1846.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

RECORDING &

Donations Needed: All Volunteer, Non-profit Low Power
community radios stations
need Equipment. Will offer tax
deduction letter, You deterrnine
donation value, We will pay shipping. Equipment shared between
three Wisconsin stations. Looking for Mics, Mixers, field equipment, etc. You name it. Email:
Dan@WIECradio.org.

PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.

EQUIPMENT

Without advertising
aterrible thing hannens...

NOTHIND
For information contact
David at 212-378-0400 ext. 511
or carson . ohnietba com
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Submit your listings to: dcarson@nbmedia.com

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!
BMICi
ONC
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TUBES

FCC Certified

Serving the lkoa cas n us ry nc
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitter$
100
500
10
10
20
30

W
W
KW
KW
KW
KW

2008
2000
1993
1998
2006
1988

BE FM100C
BE FM 500C
Harris Platinum 10CD, solid-state
Harris Z10CD, solid-state
BE FM20S, solid-state
Harris FM3OK

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.coin, for additional listings.

Cone:yew Deettonres

C Electronics

Fri Stereo Transmitter

Inidinanonal DIstuttntor of RI: Components

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
RPU. MOSFETS. VACUUM CAPACITORS. SOCKETS

SOW RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM, Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
www.ramseyelectronics.com
‘>?•. ;c-,
-%

ramsey

KW
KW
KW
KW

1991
1991
1991
1999

Nautel Ampfet ND2.5, solid-state
Nautel Ampfet ND5, solid-state
Nautel Ampfet ND10, solid-state
BE AM10A, solid-state

-nautei

crown

Please see our website for acurrent listing

EWORDCRST

TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
Used FLO TV Transmitters
• ' Rohde & Schwarz ' Harris Masiva

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauipment
Harris Digit FM Analog exciter
Bird Wattmeter with Elements
Orban Optimods 8100XT, 8100A
BE FC30, SCA Generator

IptRRIS

New TV Transmitters- Analoa and Digital
OMB, Pineapple and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

800 - 441 - 8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX + 1 - 21 5-938-7361

Habla Esparto!

WANT TO SELL

Harris 5X2.5 AM xmtr in
working cond, unit is currently
on-the- air at 1190KHz, is scheduled to be replaced Aug. 18th,
will be avail anytime after the
19th, many spare parts incl. Call
John or Bart at KVSV, Beloit,
KS, 785-738-2206 or john@
kvsvradio.com.

ETUNING ,& TESTING AVAILABLE - CALL US FOR A QUOT
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Pro-Tek °
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RF PARTS — CO
Se

800-446-2295
In Our 36th year!

CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com

=

To Order: l-800-88!-2374 • Outside US (352) 592-7800 • Se Habla Espanol

Used AM Transmitters
2.5
5
10
10
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We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
otorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

37 2787
do@ rfpa rts.corn

760-744-0700
www rfpa rts . co m
?Owe?

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent at 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodrichenterprises.com
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ISO 9001 Certified

POSITIONS WANTED
Are you a small market station needing a
good nuts & bolts engineer in the Los Angeles
area? Iwill make your station shine! CET, fully FCC
Licensed. Available for Full/Part-time/Contract work.
Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820,
mitchel Ira koff@yahoo.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing
writer/talk show host Adam Amick is available for
shows, correspondent, features, etc. Check out www.
bleacherreport.com for samples. Call 214-384-5812 or
email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.
Vibrant, open-minded gal, with bubbly attitude,
and flexibility. Loves people, and promotes a positive atmosphere. Dedicated, multi-tasked, and well
rounded broadcaster/promotions talent. Seantwanique,
214-799-6624 or shaebuggs@yahoo.com.

Great on-air personality, excellent show prep, very
knowledgeable of sports/teams and stats. NV experience also! Reliable, on-time and follows through. Brian,
682-367-3886 or brian_franklin33@yahoo.com.
Loyal, determined and flexible. Good on-air and
show prep ability but willing to learn and do any job
at a station. Kiantrena, 817-690-6117 or kiantrena.
thomas@gmail.com.
Seeking position in broadcasting with possibility of advancement. Big smile, great attitude. Catches
on quickly, plus strives for good of company. James,
682-556-3305 or jamesharris870@gmail.com.
Very strong in the broadcasting world. Powerful,
authoritative in sports/news reporting. Conservsational
DJ proficient in copywriting, excellent production and
boards. Trumaine, 214-605-6636 or truarmstrong21@
aol.com.
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• ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY

AND THEN SOME

.radioworld.com
Call David Carson for all the details at

12-378-0400
ext. 511
deorsonenbmedia.eom

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability
Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl (650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
wwvi.eimac.com
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In response to "Radio World Turns 35"
(July 18, radioworld.com), thanks for printing
that original cover! A very observant friend
of mine emailed me the link today, directing
me to the classified ad for the Gates Courier
70. That was me at my first CE job selling
some used equipment, as it was the only way
we could get any money for anything else!
Congratulations Radio World on 35 years!
Gary Liebisch
Eastern Regional Sales Manager
Nautel
Columbus, Ohio

BEFORE YOU MOVE AM, FIX ITS CONTENT
David Webster wrote an article summarizing alist of six ideas he believes would
totally revitalize the American AM Broadcast Band ("How to Help AM Radio in Six
Steps," Aug. 1).
As aRW reader and long-time associate with people in the broadcast industry, Icannot disagree more with several of his "steps."
Mr. Webster overlooked the most crucial "seventh step," omitting entirely the need
to improve the content of AM radio.
Is it any wonder that AM is struggling, when all you hear across that band are snakeoil ads, conservative conspiracy theorists and boring sports-chatter 24 hours aday? Is
there any one show syndicated on 250 different AM stations at any given time around
the nation? Most people would gladly flip to FM for mere refuge after afew minutes
of that gobbledy-gook.
Simply changing or upgrading to newer technology (including moving all the stations to aVHF chunk of the spectrum with DRM+) is not going to make AM radio any
more popular with listeners (it wouldn't even be "AM radio" anymore after Step 2; it'd
be aglorified digital FM band). Look at the disaster Eureka became. Few people bought
the new receivers, and most stations aren't going to pony up the cash for acomplete
overhaul of their transmission facilities to operate on abrand-new band, let alone anew
frequency, then need to tell people where to tune after they buy their new radios.
We already have the technology to make AM radio sound very, very good for any
format. Yes, we could even add more power or more transmitters, but it all boils down
to one thing: the programming.
Most people will not listen to an all-talk syndicate just because it was merely moved from
a50 kW AM frequency to an FM slot, or because it is simply broadcast in HD or DRM.
The dull programming doesn't suddenly become any more palatable (unless, of
course, it's music — the one format that wrongly got axed from AM radio during the
"Talk-Radioization" of AM during the early 1990s). Broadcasters "shooed" away radio
listeners from AM, by forcing music onto FM while replacing that programming with
syndicated, non-original programming.
This is the root cause of the downfall of AM radio. Listeners aren't stupid. It's the
broadcasters that forced this manufactured "AM talk" mentality and who have conditioned listeners to associate awhole broadcast band with talk programming.
If broadcast content on AM can't be improved to become more enticing to awider
audience, it's not going to fly, no matter what broadcast technology is employed. Put a
classic rock, top-40 or even aPandora-style format on a50 kW AM stereo or HD signal
in any major metro area with local, live talents at the helm, and you will get listeners.
Throwing abunch of technical improvements on top of the unchanged AM broadcast
formats that exist today — an overload of tired and dull syndicated sports talk, political
talk, infomercial and "news-talk" (not pure news) chatterbox formats — is not going to
fax anything. It's just going to make the problem "clearer" to hear.
Darwin Long
Biologist
Biodiversity Research Institute
Buras, La.
More on AM, page 54
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305 Broadcast
Acoustics First Corp
AM Ground Systems Co.
ATC Labs
AudioScience Inc.
Axia - ATelos Alliance Company
Beier
Besco Internacional
Best, Inc
Broadcasters General Store
BSI
BSW
Burk Technology
8W Broadcast
Coaxial Dynamics
Comrex Corporation
DAWNco
Digital Radio Engineering
FM Services
Gorman Redlich Mfg
Grace Broadcast Sales
Harris Corporation
Heil Sound, Ltd.
Henry Engineering
IEEE
Inovonics Inc
Kintronic Labs Inc
Logitek
Marketron
Moseley Associates
Nautel Ltd.
NPR Satellite Services
OMB America
Omnia - ATelos Alliance Company
OMT Technologies/iMerhaTouch
Progressive Concepts
Public File Online
Radio Systems Inc
RCS
Rushworks
Shively Labs
Superior Electric
Telos - ATelos Alliance Company
Tieline Technology
Wheatstone Corporation
Wide Orbit
Yellowtec

WEB SITE/URI,

www.305broadcastcom
www.acousticsfirst.com
www.amgroundsystems.com
www.atc-labs.com/alco
www.aurhoscience.com
www.axiaaucho.com
www.belar.com
www.besco-int.com
www.bexLcom
www.bgs.cc
www.bsiusa.com
www.bswusa.com
www.buriccom
www.bwbroadcastcom
www.coaxialcom
www.comrex.com
www.dawnco.com
www.tfigitalradioengineering.com
www.towenonitor.com
www.gorman-redhch.com
www.gracebroadcast.com
www.broadcastharris.com
www.heilsound.com
www.henryeng.com
www.bts.ieee.org
ww,v.inovon.com
www.kintronic.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.marketron.com
www.meseleysb.com
www.nautel.com
www.nprss.org/rworld
www.omb.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.omt.net
www.progressive-concepts.com
www.publicfileonline.com
www.radiosystems.com
www.rcsworks.com
www.rushworks.tv
www.shively.com
www.superiorelectric.com
www.telos-systems.com
www.tieline.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.wideorbitcom
wmv.yellowtec.com

The News Source for Radio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have .) urnething to say

I
look forward to each issue of RIN. Just ask my
Friend S. Weller, CBRE
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STOP BEATING THE AM HORSE

How to Help AM Radio in Six Steps

GI;

WORLD

ICOmmE NTARy
Iread with dismay the article on AM going digital
("How to Help AM Radio in Six Steps," RW, Aug. I).
When the FCC has avirtually flawless plan in front of it,
to move all AM stations that wish to move to the vacated
Channel 5 and 6 spectrum, why are we beating on this
AM dead horse'?
AM spectrum was initially chosen because the
technology of the day dictated that spectrum. From a
practical perspective, nobody in his or her right mind
would use that part of the RF spectrum today if they
were initiating abroadcast-spectrum plan!
If it had been " practical" to move, as with the recent
case of TV stations and their move with UHF, what's
the problem moving all the AMs to newly vacated
VHF spectrum'? Simulcasting was done when the
expanded band was created, so why not the same
five- or 10-year movement plan to the Channels 5
and 6 spectrum'? Countries like Brazil are considering it; why not us?
Ihave atheory why not. If the AMs were moved,
as the FCC proposes, then the present FMs owned
by major groups would see serious competition
from the new, all-digital media. Inoticed that not
one word in the article said anything about the
Broadcast Maximization Committee proposal.
Why not? Digital AM seems to be a veiled
attempt to " keep `ern down on the farm."
The NAB is pretty much owned by the large
group owners and Isuspect that the fear of such a new-andimproved product on Channels 5 and 6 keeps the NAB from
endorsing and pushing for the improvement. It's time for the
AM ' STEPS' A MISSTEP
NAB to represent the entire industry.
Ifound the " Broadcast Maximization Committee" proposal
at www.broadmax.org. It's worth alook.
The so1
4 points in " How to Help AM Radio in Six Steps" are
/
Iwon't even begin to mention the future for the AM band
quite interesting, but miss the mark in my view. Iwill comment
and the possibility for expanded power for those who chose to
on each of them individually.
remain ... that's for another day.
One: Iwould lower the power on Class A and B stations, and
Larry Tighe
raise it on the small ones. There is no need to hear WABC, WOR
Owner
and the like halfway around the country. Medium-wave stations
WRALI(AM)
should be local and cater to local tastes and matters. Raising the
Hackettstown, N.J.
power just makes for more adjacent-channel spatter.
Two: Moving medium-wave stations to new frequencies is
fine, but make people buy new radios. Propagation on televiMore on AM, page 53
sion Channels 5,6 and 26 MHz are different than on medium
wave. Iunderstand that you are looking for "better sound," but
this misses the point of listening to the radio: We want good
programming and will listen to less than perfect sound if the
programming is good.
Three: If Class A and B stations lowered their power,
SEND A LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
and smaller stations raised it up slightly, we wouldn't need
Email radioworld@nbmedia.com with " Letter to the Editor"
band congestion thinning. Moreover, it would give the smaller
in the subject field. Please include issue date.
stations a way to be heard at night and some of them could
move to 710 or 770 kHz to get aclear shot.
CHANGE YOUR MAILING ADDRESS:
Four: No nodes would be needed if point one were impleVisit radioworld.com, click on the subscription button and folmented. Good programming is what attracts listeners, not
low instructions to change asubscription address.
fancy, overprocessed audio. Do away with IBOC; it kills
adjacent channels.
CONTRIBUTE FREELANCE ARTICLES:
Five: Hams experiment with antennas all the time and
Email radioworld@nbmedia.com and request our Writer's
computer modeling could come in handy to reduce skywave.
Guidelines.
Great idea.
Six: Listening to the radio online, not radio. Igo back again
GET INFORMATION ABOUT ADVERTISING:
to good programming; you give them something worth listenDownload amedia kit including editorial calendar at
ing to and they'll come.
radioworld.com/advertise.shtml.
Roland Stiner,
Amateur Radio Operator NK2U
Carlstadt, N.1
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PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
left:
Morning show co-hosts Philadelphia

.ieseee"

Veteran Newscasters: Larry Menthe (
left)
Al Gardner (
right) in the Air Studio
below:
Mitch Merman at the Editor's Desk
below left:
Taylor Miller in Master Control

FM MAKES THE NEWS
IN PHILADELPHIA
"Broadcasting from ar abandoned
power plant in

Fishtown" Merlin

Media's veteran news anchors enjoy a
commanding view of atown that's not
accustomed to news on :he FM dial.
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FLEXIBLE

AFFORDABLE.

BUILT

TO

LAST

modular design + ease- of- use + value

Audioarts IP-12 = enlightenment
The IP-12's modern, modular design moves all audio, logic and

Speaking of modular design, the IP-12's construction is exactly that.

control outside the control surface and into a single rackspace audio

Need to replace a channel? Two screws and a connector is all it

interface/mix engine ( called a BLADE). This gives you much greater

takes. Got automation? IP-12 is hardware- ready. We offer a software

mixing/processing capabilities as well as the ability to cost-effectively

driver that works seamlessly with the most popular automation

add on incredible functionality ( more audio sources, automation

platforms to give you control right from the console! And here's how

feeds, STL capabilities, multi- channel processing, more consoles,

easy it is to set up the new IP-12 console: Unbox it. Plug it in. You're

etc). And, if you've already got the WheatNet-IP Intelligent

ready to go. But don't let its simple setup fool you. It's one very

Network, it fits right in,(or, if not, what better place to start?).

powerful little console...
Ready for enlightenment? Contact your Audioarts dealer, give us
a call or visit us on the web today to learn more about the power,
flexibility and affordability of the IP-12.

IP-12
Pl IJC; & PLAY POWER

MODULAR WHEATNET-IP NETWORKABLE CONSOLE
phone 1.252.638-7000 Iaudioartsengineering.com Isales@wheatstone.com

